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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
This forms a key part of the study and should be read as an overview. 
 

• Adams Integra was commissioned by Stoke-on-Trent City Council to study the 
likely impacts on development viability of the Policy and Guidance Proposals 
under consideration with a view to formalising the approach to planning led 
affordable housing in the City. At the time of this commission the Council was in 
the process of considering and testing preferred Policy and Guidance proposals 
in advance of consultation and formal adoption. The commission is part of a 
group of projects being undertaken by Adams Integra aimed at sharpening the 
approach of the Council in securing affordable housing through the planning 
system – an approach which is widely established in other areas.  

 
• The key proposed policy change studied is a move to formally require, as a 

matter of course, affordable housing target provision of 25% of the capacity of 
all sites producing 15 or more dwellings. There is also consideration being 
given to a potential related position which would require a higher proportion of 
affordable homes to be provided where appropriate in the Major Intervention 
Areas under the Market Renewal agenda; perhaps a target of up to 40%, on the 
basis that any additional percentage in those areas would require significant 
public subsidy. This is consistent with the Council’s draft Core Spatial Strategy 
thinking. It might also fit with the Housing Corporation’s requirement for public 
subsidy in the form of Social Housing Grant to achieve a level of “additionalilty” 
(i.e. improved tenure mix and/or affordable housing numbers).  As with all 
matters considered here, while this ought to be kept under review dependent on 
the outcomes resulting from Policy adopted, our findings suggest that it would 
not be practical for the Council to promote a higher baseline target than 25% 
affordable housing, from the evidence of current market conditions in the City; 
particularly without under-pinning from certain grant availability.  

 
• We are aware that while this work has been in progress, Renew, North 

Staffordshire’s wider study work on affordable housing, which was 
commissioned earlier from consultancy DTZ, has also been completed. We 
believe that work carries similar key messages to our wider suite of work, about 
the rapidly changing scene and declining affordability in the City.  

 

iii 

• It has been important that we have taken an independent view in preparing our 
advice for the City Council, being the Local Planning Authority which proposes 
to continue promoting planning led affordable housing policies and which will, 
therefore, be operating those in a development control context. It is the Council 
that will need to take a lead on these matters, supported by its strategy and 
policies once confirmed, but also by Renew and other partners. As will be 
mentioned, the City Council has already been taking an approach which seeks 
a contribution to affordable housing need for market housing schemes. In the 
context of that interim approach, we feel that again the general tenet of the DTZ 
study work is not conflicting with the Council’s approach. It is not the purpose of 
this report to go into detail on that study, but we feel that its approach is 
complementary to the Council’s in as much as it sets down aspirations for 
affordable housing provision on relevant sites. It also advocates the use of 
certain tools for understanding the financial impacts and capability of sites to 



   

make such provision, and of demonstrating issues to Renew and its partners. If 
regarded as an interim approach in support of the Council’s general aspirations 
and own interim approach pending the potential formalisation of policies, then 
we believe the positions serve to give a similar overall message regarding the 
increasing importance of securing good quality, integrated affordable housing.  

 
• The context of Adams Integra’s work is seeking to ensure that policy proposals, 

if implemented, are not going to be unduly restrictive on development viability 
and, therefore, prevent too many sites from coming forward. Thus it 
acknowledges the importance of housing supply more generally. 

 
• The basis of the study methodology was to appraise a series of typical 

(notional) site types using a developer type model, and vary the affordable 
housing assumptions applied within those. 

 
• The modelling is carried out having studied the local property market and, 

particularly, the new homes market, as those new build sites are the ones that 
will need to support the delivery of the policy through the usual planning led 
approach proposed. 

 
• The main indicator used is the change in approximate residual land value 

resulting from the policy proposals. 
 
• In all cases the land values are reduced, sometimes very significantly. 
 
• The greatest impacts are seen in the lower property value areas, where 

development schemes have the least capacity to bear additional cost. 
 

• While the figures produced by our results can only be viewed as indicative, and 
it is the changes in the results that is the key factor, even without affordable 
housing it appears that some schemes in the lower value areas will at best be 
on the margins of viability. Clearly additional cost burdens would make some of 
these schemes non-viable. However, in our view if policy requirements are 
applied in a practical, negotiated way then this need not detract from the validity 
of those requirements as targets. This is how they should be expressed; not 
with an expectation that they will always struggle to be met and challenged, but 
on the basis that the Council will respond reasonably to properly justified 
scenarios which show proposals cannot support all requirements. 

 
• The potential availability of grant funding should also be considered in relation 

to this, because where affordable housing numbers or deliverability of a 
favourable tenure mix can be improved, accessing funding may be a possibility. 
Although the over-riding assumption will be for grant free schemes, grant 
support should not be ruled out. 
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• The basic premise we have adopted is to compare development viability where 
no affordable housing is requested, with the position when 25% is requested. 
The results outcomes from a higher proportion of affordable housing have not 
been tested to date, given the reservations expressed above. On current 
information and market conditions, significant public subsidy would need to be 
levered in to achieve this. However, depending on future policy direction this 



   

could be studied, based on different assumptions on additional affordable 
homes numbers within certain schemes. 

 
• Envisaging the proposals being in place gives rise to significant impacts, as the 

Council has no formal policy or guidance approach at present. This means the 
impacts have to be benchmarked against a nil affordable housing position in 
this case, as opposed to a lower percentage (in the case of Authorities which 
have already been requiring affordable housing formally). However, in this 
context it should be noted that in recent and current cases the Council is 
negotiating for affordable housing on schemes, and through this practical based 
process has been able to secure around 15% affordable housing. This has 
however relied on negotiation rather than any robust or defendable position and 
may have been relatively successful owing to Developers increasingly 
regarding the provision of on-site affordable housing within their schemes as 
usual practice, which they have adjusted to. This is an important point to note. 
Furthermore, generally developers will be used to targets which seek a greater 
proportion than the Council’s negotiations are perhaps targeting currently. 

 
• Nevertheless, the securing of 15% or so affordable housing on some key sites 

is a strong indicator of the capacity of some schemes at least to provide these 
much needed homes; and of the climate within which developers are able to 
operate successfully locally. 

 
• We have seen very clearly a rapidly establishing new build homes market in 

Stoke-on-Trent. 
 
• Whilst this is still a relatively small part of the overall market picture, it does in 

our view create a sound basis for stating that a very different market from the 
general one has emerged. This is now evidenced by recent and current 
schemes commanding very significantly higher sales prices than the general 
tone of values for many of the City’s areas. That general tone stems from the 
nature of the majority of the existing pre-war housing stock, a high proportion of 
which is in poor repair and suffers from low appeal and demand, but also offers 
relatively restricted choice in terms of dwelling types and general environment.  

 
• The purpose of this report is not to explore those factors in detail, but to study 

development viability based on the level of new build sales values we can now 
see occurring fairly consistently. 

 
• The report contains, as an Appendix (III), our property market research, and 

this is also summarised in the report body where we discuss how we used that. 
 

• While there is a variety of new build values from area to area to some degree, 
we have picked up on a relative consistency of new homes values across the 
City area. This may, in part, be due to new development so far being 
concentrated mainly in particular areas of the City, often away from the Urban 
Core. We may, in time, see stronger value patterns re-emerging as new 
developments of a more varied character occur in a wider range of localities. It 
is going to take time for a clear picture to be understood. 
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• However, the relative strength of new build values, and the demand for new 
build property, are clearly evident. The new build market in the City is buoyant 



   

at the time of writing this, and it is this activity and confidence which is driving 
Adams Integra’s belief that a formalised and sharpened approach on planning 
led affordable housing can be supported and sustained; thus helping to raise 
the bar in terms of what is expected from new development, all in the context of 
balancing communities and improving housing choice.  

 
• We have not continually updated our values research throughout the study 

period; that has needed to be fixed. However, house prices in Stoke-on-Trent 
have continued on an upward trend. The Halifax House price index stated an 
increase of 7.1% from Quarter 2 of 2005 to Quarter 2 of 2006. This is more 
conservative than other figures we have seen, and the trend has continued. 
Despite discussion of further possible interest rate rises for next year, at the 
time of writing the current predictions appear to be for a similar increase in 
prices during 2007. This work is carried out on a snapshot basis, as all such 
work has to be. While the study has been running, values have been increasing 
steadily, particularly in the latter part of the year, and this reinforces our view 
that the features we have seen – of an active and strengthening new build 
market – are developing, lending further support to the viability scenarios and  
the affordable housing target approach. 

 
• From this background, we are able to support the policy proposal to formally 

seek affordable housing provision on market development sites as a matter of 
course, by reference to a target of 25% on suitable sites above the threshold 
(proposed at 15 dwellings). This support is necessarily qualified for the reasons 
set out here. 

 
• We confirm this support because in the majority of what we describe as middle 

value and all higher value scenarios, which together it appears will be the most 
commonly occurring value points, the viability results look capable of supporting 
the policy proposals. The policy target will be most sustainable at these value 
points. 

 
• That is not to say that 25% will always be achievable by any means, but that 

level, or one approaching it, should be achieved in a sufficient number of 
circumstances to add weight to the credibility of the policy target. 

 
• Necessarily it is subject to the proviso, as mentioned throughout this report, that 

this clear proposed policy stance is linked to a negotiated approach reflecting 
particular site circumstances and taking into account factors such as this report 
identifies. These might include competing land use values (e.g. depending on 
planning priorities), high collective infrastructure costs and/or abnormal 
development costs.  Schemes which give rise to specific large and costly 
infrastructure requirements are especially likely to need specific consideration, 
and there may need to be a weighing up of planning objective priorities. 
Although not unique to them, this will be most likely to apply to large schemes, 
which tend to be unique in terms of the package of requirements to be met. 
Those requirements will sometimes come on top of issues with abnormal site 
conditions. 

 

vi 

• Alongside such factors, the availability of social housing grant (where that will 
add to the affordable housing scheme) or other subsidy, will also affect the 
deliverability of specific affordable housing proposals. The Council will need to 



   

continue prioritising affordable rented tenure, but will need to be practical about 
overall numbers and tenure in terms of reacting to funding availability and 
considering cascade type principles in settling on the final affordable housing 
provision and mix on sites. The Council is considering an approach of seeking 
50% affordable rented which we feel to be realistic in this regard, and which 
should be deliverable.  

 
• From our results in our view there would not be a basis to support a higher 

‘headline’ percentage target than 25% affordable housing at the current time 
(unless accompanied by very significant public/gap funding. The Council will 
however need to monitor the local market and success of its policies, if 
implemented, and might revisit this in the future.  

 
• The appraisals do not obtain any assumed abnormal cost. It was felt better to 

carry them out on this basis to allow like for like comparison. Getting reliable, 
consistent information to allow comparison is difficult.  

 
• Lower value scenarios, high risk schemes or those also burdened with 

infrastructure cost are most likely to struggle once abnormal costs are relevant. 
In some of the middle and most higher value scenarios, however, it is our view 
that there will be scope to bear some level of abnormal cost whilst delivering 
affordable housing based on the proposed target provision. On sites in the City 
area fairly typically there is a level of remediation and what might be regarded 
as abnormal site preparation/construction issues. However, site specifics will 
vary and need to be considered on their merits.  

 
• As above, we are aware of the high prevalence of what might be regarded as 

abnormal cost issues in Stoke-on-Trent, usually associated with ground 
conditions related to former mining or commercial activities. However, in our 
view it is not helpful to talk up or place over emphasis on these well known 
issues, and the level and range of new build activity seems to support this. A 
wide spectrum of housebuilders and developers are clearly very proactive in 
problem solving and are bringing forward schemes on a wide range of sites. 
Land values and deals will also be generally reflective of site conditions. 

 
• Generally the notional all flatted schemes studied were found to be less viable 

than the mixed or more traditional housing schemes. There needs to be some 
consideration here of the reduced land take/higher densities associated with 
flats, which will have some compensating effects, but nevertheless at the value 
levels relevant to Stoke-on-Trent the higher build costs generally associated 
with flats often do not seem to be sufficiently offset by those. This is certainly 
true (as with most schemes) at the lower value points but is true in many of the 
middle value cases too. It is only in the upper value scenarios we envisage that 
the all flatted schemes seem likely to support the full proposed levels of 
affordable housing on any consistent basis.  However, the consideration of 
higher densities will aid this scenario – perhaps as the concept of modern city 
living, and associated high value image of schemes is introduced as it has been 
elsewhere. 
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• Even without affordable housing being required, viability looks to be at the 
margins at best on many schemes which contain mainly lower end value units. 
Where schemes are working at these value levels there must be a different, 



   

more flexible view being taken on profit levels, build costs and/or land value, or 
a combination of these ingredients. There will no doubt be smaller local builders 
and contractor developers active in these scenarios; taking a different view of 
profit levels, risk, costs and the like.   

 
• It does not look as though lower value schemes could support affordable 

housing in the manner identified by the policy proposals on any reliable basis, 
as those schemes seem to struggle significantly without an affordable housing 
burden. However, owing to the limited incidence of those value levels as far as 
we have seen, we do not think this should detract from the proposed generally 
applicable 25% target.  The strength of the new build homes market in the City 
looks set to continue. 

 
• It appears that the key development value scenarios which may reliably support 

the 25% affordable housing policy as well as an enhanced development gross 
profit level of 20% will be the higher value ones we have studied. We tested the 
sensitivity of sample results to such an increased profit level (from the standard 
assumption of 15%) as we acknowledge that there will be situations where a 
higher level of profit will be appropriate. This is not to say that profits of more 
than 20% will never be relevant; profit rewards risk and also underpins the 
securing of finance. The relevance here is that such an increased profit 
expectation will add a significant extra burden to scheme finances, and the 
parties will need to take a view of what is a reasonable profit level in the 
circumstances.       

  
• The report concludes that owing to the blurring of values in some areas of the 

City, and the need not to prejudice potential affordable housing supply in the 
lower value areas, we do not consider there to be strong reasons for adopting a 
more complex approach with different percentage targets in different areas. The 
geographical areas of the City are not readily definable in value and viability 
terms, especially in relation to the new build market which is relevant to this 
stream of affordable housing. An overall target with a practical, negotiated 
approach should be sustainable. 

 
• The Council’s adoption and use of the proposed affordable housing target 

should be clear and robust, so that the expectation will be to secure 25% 
affordable housing, with movement away from that only in the event of clear 
and fully justified circumstances (whether relating to site characteristics, costs, 
funding availability or a combination of such factors) forming part of the 
discussion and negotiation between the Council Officers and developers. Thus 
a general approach not dissimilar to that discussed in the DTZ work for Renew 
is advocated. 
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• In our view it is relevant to add weight to our qualified support of the 25% 
affordable housing target by making reference to other Local Authority 
examples where affordable housing targets have been adopted and some 
similar new build value levels exist in pockets. Examples are provided within the 
report body. Lower value areas in the south which we are familiar with include 
Portsmouth (where similar targets are established) and Gosport (where the 
Local Plan Inspector supported a 40% target). While those are of less local 
relevance, the picture supports the tenet of advice given in the companion 
guide to recently released Planning Policy Statement 3 (titled ‘Delivering 



   

Affordable Housing’). This is picked up in the report text, but included there is 
the statement………’But now there is a need for Local Authorities in other areas 
to raise their game and to recognise that such obligations will increasingly be 
viable on new housing developments.’ This tone is entirely consistent with the 
ethos that had been grasped by the Council in considering this and wider policy 
development work.  

 

ix 

• References to ‘Renew’ or similar are to Renew North Staffordshire, the 
Government sponsored Market Renewal Pathfinder Agency operating within 
and beyond the Stoke-on-Trent City Boundaries. More information can be 
obtained by visiting www.renewnorthstaffs.gov.uk. 

 

http://www.renewnorthstaffs.gov.uk/


   

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Background 
 
1.1.1 Stoke-on-Trent City Council is currently developing a pro-active approach to 

planning led affordable housing. Under current proposals, for the first time, the 
Council will seek to secure a proportion of affordable housing within new market 
housing developments, which it aims to control through the use of (Section 106) 
planning agreements, as a matter of course. 

 
1.1.2 Such an approach is in use and well established in many Local Authority areas. 

The planning system is capable of playing a major role in securing a very 
valuable and relatively predictable supply of affordable homes.  

  
1.1.3 At the time of commissioning this study the Council were considering a range of 

possible positions, in advance of moving forward with a consultation draft 
Supplementary Planning Document. That will bring to life the likely approach to 
be incorporated in the Local Development Framework which is under preparation. 

 
1.1.4 This study is part of a group of projects which aims to explain the Council’s 

proposed approach to planning led affordable housing, support the Council’s 
evidence base and check that, if issued on the basis considered, the Policy and 
Guidance proposals are likely to be deliverable. In this case, the purpose is to 
health-check the proposal being considered to seek up to 25% affordable 
housing as an integrated part of development schemes which will provide 15 or 
more new dwellings.   

 
1.1.5 There is a possibility that an enhanced proportion of up to 40% affordable 

housing may be sought in some areas of the City, and perhaps especially the 
Major Intervention Areas which are a central part of the Market Renewal agenda. 
Appraisal modelling has not been carried out on this possibility to date. This is 
because a fundamentally different basis would need to applied as far as the 
affordable housing assumptions are concerned; and the impact on the 
developer’s and landowner’s positions in all likelihood limited to the level likely 
from 25% provision based on current market conditions. This should be kept 
under review, however. The Council acknowledges this and the need for review 
given that development viability for schemes in the City is often relatively tight; 
and that it is very likely that significant social housing grant or other public 
subsidy would need to be levered in to support such an increased percentage. 
The premise behind the increased affordable housing percentage in such 
instances would, therefore, be that viability (the ability to derive suitable 
development profits and secure the land release) would need to be maintained at 
the 25% affordable housing level; so that the additional impact on the financial 
appraisals would need to be borne by grant or other subsidy. This basic principle 
has been discussed in outline with the Housing Corporation. It does not mean 
that there will be any guarantee at all of funding being made available (and 
therefore that such higher percentages will as a matter of course be deliverable); 
rather that this is the type of circumstance where funding would be achieving 
clear “additionality” in accordance with the Government’s and Corporation’s 
investment priorities.   
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1.1.6 The other related projects include: 
 

• A Local Area Housing Needs Index – to bring to life and seek to guide, 
in simple terms, what forms and tenure types of affordable housing are 
needed in various areas of the City; according to demographics, 
housing register and needs data, the location of neighbourhood facilities 
and such factors. An overview of the wider evidence base and 
characteristics of areas is provided, so as to provide background and 
pull together the picture. 

 
• A Housing Needs Issues Paper – which recognises the current 

transitional stage between measuring housing need in the previously 
established statistically driven way, and the need to carry out much 
wider Housing Market Assessment work. The Issues paper, from 
reviewing wide ranging information sources again, explains the trends 
seen and pressures at work in the Stoke-on-Trent Housing Market to 
demonstrate the need for a formalised approach to planning led 
affordable housing in the City for the first time.  

 
• A Housing Needs Statement – to summarise the issues discussed in the 

above paper by reviewing the rapidly changing situation and relationship 
between the Housing Register, Needs Survey, Stock Condition and 
other information in light of current property market trends.   

 
• Recommendations on content of possible Supplementary Planning 

Document on Affordable Housing – with the aim of bringing to life the 
Council’s proposed approach by explaining it to developers and land 
owners especially. Once developed, this work will act as the hub of the 
group of projects, and is also supported by the other projects, including 
this one. 

 
• Co-ordination of negotiation and use of planning agreements – 

promoting a generally honed, backed up and more standardised 
approach to the use of Section 106 agreements, and negotiation of site 
specific provision, including work with the Council and other partners on 
a model form of draft Section 106 agreement. 

 
1.1.7 At the time of writing the Stoke-on-Trent City Council Housing Register contained 

some (8,200 thousand) households who have housing needs (as at April 2006 
and based on live and pending applications). If the pending applications are 
stripped out of this figure, it still exceeds 6,000, and has increased rapidly in 
recent years. 
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1.1.8 The Structure plan at policy H8, Affordable Housing, encourages Councils to 
assess the need for affordable housing and to include appropriate policies in their 
local plans. The local plan (The City Plan 2001) was adopted in September 1993. 
Whilst the plan is consequently out of step with the detail of modern planning 
policy on affordable housing, the thrust of the policy in seeking mixed and 
balanced communities was far sighted and is as relevant today as it ever has 
been. The plan is clear at policy HP2, Types of Demand, that the Council will 
seek on sites to meet a variety of housing needs, including those of low income 



   

groups. Section C) of the policy goes on to state that the Council will negotiate on 
larger sites, identified in the supporting text as those being over 2 Ha or 50 
dwellings, provision of an appropriate amount of affordable housing. 

 
1.1.9 In the West Midlands context, there are examples of other Local Authorities 

which have established policies for planning led affordable housing. Some 
examples are: 

 
• Staffordshire Moorlands: 
 Provision by negotiation but 2005 SPG expanded on the 
 approach, which states 33% is sought on sites of 15 or more 
 dwellings. 

 
• Stafford Borough Council (adopted Local Plan 1998): 
 Seek to secure provision of an appropriate element of affordable 
 housing on small settlement sites of 25 plus dwellings; and urban 
 area sites of 40 plus (related to settlement size). 
 
• Cannock Chase (adopted Local Plan 1991) 
 The Council seeks to negotiate a proportion of affordable housing 
 on a site by site basis. PPS 3 now advocates a more guided 
 approach. 
 
• East Staffordshire (Local Plan Review 2006) 
 On sites of 25 or more the Council seeks to negotiate an 
 appropriate element, but with justification stating 30% to be the 
 average negotiable target/baseline. 
 
• This is not exhaustive but serves to show that such affordable 

housing policies are established in the wider area. 
 
1.1.10 Currently the Council is relying purely on a negotiated approach to secure a 

proportion of affordable housing within certain schemes. Our understanding is 
that this approach has not been used as a matter of course, but in some more 
recent cases an affordable housing provision of circa 15% has been, or is in the 
process of being, negotiated.  

 
1.1.11 Affordable housing provision which has been negotiated over 2004/6 in key 

geographies within the City includes: 
 

• 15% affordable provision on the former Trent Works site at Leek 
Road, City Waterside.     

 
• 15% affordable provision on the Greenhead Street site, in 

Burslem.   
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• 40% affordable provision has been agreed (but not yet engrossed) 
in relation to a site at Bournes Bank in Burslem, reflecting the 
Council’s partial land holding on this site as well as pressures to 
provide local re-housing opportunities for households displaced by 
the Slater Street proposed Compulsory Purchase Order prior to 
clearance. 



   

 
 
• 15% provision on the Twyford Works site, in Shelton. 
 
• 15% provision on the Eagle Pottery site, in City Waterside 

 
1.1.12 Albeit informally, it might be stated, therefore, that an affordable housing 

proportion of 15% is being applied for development control purposes, with it 
appears a good degree of success in the circumstances. This is indicative of 
general market conditions which are capable of supporting this approach, 
although no doubt currently it is assisted by developers acknowledging a wider 
responsibility to obligations. Nevertheless, in our view, it is a very noteworthy 
factor in the background to the policy proposals we are considering here. Many 
Local Authorities now promote and secure planning led affordable housing as a 
matter of course, and typically at levels of 25-30% or more, even in areas with 
characteristics not dissimilar to those of Stoke-on-Trent, in terms of values. 
Developers are in general accustomed to this. Such levels for planning led 
affordable housing targets are well below those now being sought in other areas 
such as the South East where, aided by development viability and driven by 
levels of need and site scarcity, targets are now generally moving to a 40% level. 

 
1.1.13 The Government’s Planning Policy Statement 3 (‘PPS 3’), the successor to PPG 

3 was released as we were closing off this study. The companion guide to PPS 3, 
titled ‘Delivering Affordable Housing’, recognises the way strategies and policies 
are needing to move so as to keep in check as far as possible growing housing 
market imbalances. Within its paragraph 7 it states …….. ‘In traditional high value 
areas, Local Planning Authorities already have strong experience of negotiating 
planning obligations to deliver both social rented and intermediate market 
housing. But there is now a need for Local Authorities in other areas to raise their 
game and to recognise that such obligations will increasingly be viable on new 
developments.’ It is precisely this type of thinking that had driven the Council to 
progress proposals as it is doing.   

 
1.1.14 The Council’s aim is now to see whether it can seek to build upon its practical 

efforts and successes by looking to formalise a more direct, robust, and 
transparent approach which will aim to deliver more affordable housing through 
this route. The reason for high-lighting this is that, although we have to model the 
impact of a change from zero to the proposed target of 25% affordable housing, 
in some cases the developer perception will be that they would have expected to 
provide some affordable housing, perhaps albeit at a relatively low level. This is 
noteworthy because, as above, in many areas developers are now expected to 
provide a significant proportion of affordable housing, and we suspect that some 
will have regarded the Council’s past/current approach as somewhat lenient. In 
most areas we deal with, the normal presumption is that new developments 
provide on-site affordable homes – usually in the context of a target, but which 
needs to be accompanied by a practical approach to implementation, recognising 
site characteristics and economics. 
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1.1.15 In summary, therefore, the Council commissioned Adams Integra to undertake a 
study of the potential impact of these proposed policies on site economics and 
development viability across the City area, to ensure that the supply of land is not 



   

inhibited, especially on previously developed land, and that the proposed policy 
thinking has the potential to be workable.  

 
1.1.16 The aim of this study is to determine whether seeking a proportion of affordable 

housing will significantly reduce the viability of development on residential sites, 
and therefore whether profitable development can be maintained without a 
significant reduction in sites coming forward for development. 

 
1.1.17 We use the impact of varying affordable housing requirements on residual land 

value as our measure in putting forward our judgements and guidelines. This, 
therefore, means comparing the impact of the proposed policy change (seeking 
the headline 25% affordable housing) with the current position i.e. where strictly 
speaking (Council’s informal negotiated approach aside) no affordable housing is 
required.  

 
1.1.18 This sets out the requirements of the study. The methodology and assumptions 

used are described in Section 2, the results are discussed in Section 3 and the 
conclusions and overview set out in Section 4. The tables, graphs and associated 
information referred to throughout the report are appended to the rear of the 
document.  
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1.1.19 The nature of this work is that the methodology, outcomes, conclusions and 
overview all overlap. They paint a picture which builds as the assumptions and 
research are reviewed. Many themes are revisited and some key themes 
repeated more than once.  In our view this serves to reinforce the key messages 
which we also aimed to bring out in the Executive Summary.  



   

2. METHODOLOGY, ASSUMPTIONS AND RELATED COMMENTARY 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 
2.1.1 This study investigates the likely impact of requiring a proportion of affordable 

housing on the market viability of a range of residential development site types in 
Stoke-on-Trent. 

 
2.1.2 In considering the factors that need to be taken into account in bringing forward 

sites for affordable housing it is essential to determine what effect new or 
increased affordable housing requirements may have on the value of a potential 
development site.  

 
2.1.3 This report investigates a range of development scenarios including no affordable 

housing, and then including a 25% proportion. Notional sites of 15, 25, 40, 50, 70 
and 100 units have been considered.  

 
2.1.4 The starting point of 15 units was selected because the Council’s proposed 

approach would be triggered at that point – known as the threshold level.  Some 
Authorities which have a predominantly rural area to deal with are now in many 
cases adopting lower thresholds to capture the predominance of typically smaller 
sites coming forward in those areas. Newly released PPS3 (at Para. 29) does 
offer potential flexibility on this more generally ‘where viable and practicable’, but 
continues the theme of a ‘national indicative minimum’ site size threshold of 15 
dwellings. In the case of a small number of Local Authorities where particular 
problems arise from a combination of severe housing need, very high house 
prices and the small nature of sites coming forward, Local Plan Inquiry Inspectors 
have recently agreed with proposals to reduce urban area thresholds. Stoke-on-
Trent City Council has considered this and concluded for the time being that the 
additional affordable housing delivery which would be likely flow from ‘capturing’ 
smaller sites would not warrant the pursuit of such a further tightening of the 
proposed approach at the current time. The Council might keep this under review 
as the achievements and impacts from the policies currently proposed, if adopted 
in due course, are monitored. Whilst the whole range of site types and sizes 
come forward in the City, so far as we can see currently land supply (scarcity) 
here is not an issue as it is in many other places. The issues relevant here are 
more around the market and viability. 

 
2.1.5 The wider approach, including to thresholds, may need to be reviewed in the 

future. As with all aspects of a new policy approach, should the current proposals 
move forward then they will be tested over time and can be reconsidered 
according to experience. Appendix I sets out the range of appraisals carried out. 
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2.1.6 The schemes modelled are not actual developments, but notional schemes 
chosen to reflect scenarios that best match the Council’s policy proposals and 
reasonably represent the range of scheme types which those requirements are 
likely to impact upon. These were arrived at through discussion with the Council’s 
Officers (Forward Planning, Development Control and Housing) and we feel they 
are representative of a range of scheme types coming forward in the City.  

 



   

2.1.7 With this type of study it is not possible to appraise all scheme types as in reality 
all are different. Schemes are unique in terms of content and unit mix. The aim is 
to look at a sufficient range of scenarios to enable results patterns to be seen. 
The types and sizes of the notional development schemes to be modelled were 
agreed with the Council as representing typical schemes coming forward in the 
City. 

 
2.1.8 Research into property prices across the City was undertaken on a detailed basis 

to determine realistic development values for each appraisal model. As the 
House Price Report at Appendix III will show, we initially researched the market 
as a whole by reference to the 10 political Ward based areas (combined Wards) 
by which the Council currently manages its information and administers key 
functions through local area offices and the like. These areas take the 20 Wards 
and pair those up. These are the same geographical areas as used in other 
aspects of this group of projects, for example the Local Area Housing Needs 
Index. In no particular order, but moving very generally from the north of the 
administrative area to the South, the 10 areas are as follows: 

 
• Tunstall and Burslem North. 
• Chell and Packmoor & Norton and Bradeley. 
• Burslem South & Northwood and Birches Head. 
• Abbey Green & East Valley. 
• Bentilee and Townsend & Berry Hill and Hanley East. 
• Hanley West and Shelton & Hartshill and Penkhull. 
• Fenton & Stoke and Trent Vale. 
• Longton North & Longton South. 
• Blurton, Trentham and Hanford. 
• Meir Park and Sandon & Weston and Meir North. 

 
2.1.9 Some patterns were evident in respect of the overall (resales) market and it was 

possible to draw up a general ranking of value areas across the City. Not every 
aspect of that was be consistently agreed by all sources (for example a range of 
Estate Agents), but nevertheless it showed some generally accepted value 
patterns. However, such an exercise has not been possible with new build 
values. This is discussed further at 2.5 below.  

 
2.1.10 So rather than divide the City into the Ward based areas as above in terms of 

where different values occur, because the value patterns are in reality more 
complex, it was decided to carry out the appraisals at three value levels, chosen 
from the lower, middle and upper points in the value ranges encountered for new 
build property. This has had to be judgement based, founded on our extensive 
research of current new developments, and supported, where possible, with 
verified actual past sales information for previous new build schemes. It is 
important to note that it is not a statistical exercise; it is a case of gathering a 
sufficient range of information on which to make judgements. 
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2.1.11 Previous actual sales data clearly has to be indexed to reflect for example Land 
Registry reported movements in property prices. As discussed at 2.5 below, this 
does provide some difficulties and misleading information can result. This 
underpins our decision to rely more on judgements made from visits to 
developers’ sales offices, conversations with agents, interrogation of property 
web sites and the like.   



   

 
2.1.12 The fact that there is a blurring of values between many Ward based/other areas 

described geographically, to the extent that different opinions were expressed to 
us about the ranking of areas in terms of property values existing, further 
encouraged us in our approach. There are also of course very local level 
subtleties in the way in which property prices vary (for example street by street or 
different ends/sides of roads), which serve to reinforce this view. 

 
2.1.13 The approach has therefore been to study each notional scheme type at lower, 

middle and higher value levels as encountered across the City – again 2.5 covers 
this further.  

 
2.1.14 This allows the results of this study to be used independently of location and, 

more usefully, by approximate property values and thus development value. Thus 
they could reflect different scheme or location types, or different market 
conditions. It must be noted that with all such work, the values here are on a 
snapshot basis. While the different value levels studied will provide some degree 
of future proofing of this work, the market will need to be regularly monitored by 
the Council and cost/value relationships for development reviewed and updated; 
especially in light of experience gradually gained from schemes including on site 
affordable housing or, is some cases, payments in lieu being made. The 
Council’s Knowledge Management Unit carries out monitoring of general market 
movements, and this could be expanded to new build values and, where 
possible, building greater knowledge of costs. 

 
2.1.15 Developer’s profit and landowner’s receipt (land value) are key considerations 

that must be taken into account if residential development is to be undertaken.  
Development is a dynamic process which relies on these ingredients as well as 
being driven by a healthy sales market. 

 
2.1.16 If profit levels fall below a certain point, then developers will not take the risk of 

developing a site nor will funding organisations lend them the finance to proceed. 
 
2.1.17 Equally, if the price offered by a developer to a landowner for a site is too low, the 

landowner may not sell and instead continue with, or pursue, an existing or 
higher value alternative use. There are many intangibles. For instance some of 
the smaller sites we are considering here may start out as homes, gardens or 
small business premises which will not be sold unless certain aspirations are met. 
Business and tax considerations, investment values and costs; and availability 
and cost of replacement facilities can all influence decisions to retain or sell sites. 

 
2.1.18 The requirement to place an increased proportion of affordable housing on a site 

(or seek a proportion for the first time) will inevitably reduce the sales revenue 
that a developer can reasonably expect to receive. As this reduction will not be 
accompanied by lower construction costs, the offset must be taken up in either a 
reduced development profit, lower land price or a combination of the two. 
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2.1.19 Assuming that a developer will require a minimum fixed profit margin on any 
 given site to balance risk and obtain funding, beyond a certain point it is therefore 
 the land value that will be affected by the introduction of affordable housing or 
 other infrastructure requirements. These elements are viewed in much the same 



   

 way as abnormal development or other site costs provided the developer’s profit 
 expectations are not excessive.  
 
2.1.20 The essence of this is that additional cost burdens on the scheme will largely 
 be passed on to the landowner by way of reduced land purchase price.  
 
2.1.21 To establish the potential effect of affordable housing on the supply and 

development of residential sites in the case of Stoke-on-Trent, it is necessary to 
compare a scheme that includes no affordable housing element (no adopted 
affordable housing policy currently) with an otherwise identical one which will be 
subject to the proposals now being explored by the Council, ie all sites of 15 or 
more dwellings to provide 25% affordable housing, as a target. As above there is 
a possibility that the Council (with its partner Renew and/or other Agencies) will 
look to certain sites, most likely within the Major Intervention Area geographies, 
to provide an enhanced affordable housing quota of to 40% of the scheme 
content. This will be kept under review, and may need to be studied depending 
on the strength of the links made with the likelihood of such schemes requiring 
significant levels of public subsidy. As stated previously, based on current market 
information, it is likely that in such a situation the developer/landowner subsidy 
would need to be maintained at a level similar to that needed to secure the basic 
25% affordable housing. So, based on current site economics, the enhanced 
provision would be largely public subsidy driven; or potentially contributed to 
through the application of financial payments in lieu from elsewhere, refocusing of 
overall infrastructure requirements (collective infrastructure burden); or through a 
combination of such measures. 

 
2.1.22 Within the Executive Summary we noted that through other study work, carried 

out by consultants DTZ for Renew, there have been wider aspirations aired 
around securing greater percentages of affordable housing in some instances. 
While the Council’s ultimate policy position will be the over-riding factor in 
planning terms, the interim positions of Renew and the Council are similar in 
recognising the need for increased delivery of more choice, better quality and 
more integrated affordable housing provision pending the formalisation of 
policies; and driving that process. Similarly the work for Renew recommends the 
use of certain tools for assessing the deliverability of schemes. While particular 
aspects of the two approaches may differ and be used in different ways and 
contexts, the overall thrust of the study work is in the same direction. 

 
2.2 Approximate Residual Land Value 
 
2.2.1 In order to determine the impact of proposed affordable housing policy on a 

range of site types and value areas, it is necessary to determine a common 
indicator. 
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2.2.2 In normal circumstances the developer is aiming to secure a predetermined level 
of profit. From a developer’s point of view and assuming a conclusion is reached 
in principle that a site is likely to be viable for development, an appraisal is carried 
out to fine tune the feasibility and discover what sum a developer can afford to 
pay for the site. Some sites coming forward will have been owned and/or have 
planning consent based on previous criteria, and those will have to be dealt with 
case by case. However, we have to assume that negotiations and has occurred 
or is under way based on knowledge of the current development climate and 



   

policy requirements. Increasingly this knowledge will include the area of 
affordable housing, and the Council will need to work to promote and consult on 
its ideas. This will need to be complemented by early engagement with land 
owners, developers and others on scheme proposals. 

 
2.2.3 The most effective way of checking site viability is via a developer-type residual 

land value model. We have developed our own spreadsheet model for this 
purpose. In doing so, we have made what we feel are reasonable assumptions 
but it must be noted that individual developers will have their own variety of 
approaches, and a developer might also apply a different approach from one site 
to another. The overview we necessarily take through this work is in no way a 
substitute for site specific detailed appraisal work, but it is hoped that the general 
methods and parameters give some feel for the type of information which will 
need to be provided and discussions promoted where there are viability issues. A 
highly simplified example, showing only the basic structure of the calculation in 
outline (value minus costs), is shown below in Figure 1. This is not the model 
used in our study. It is set out here only to demonstrate the basic relationship 
between development values and costs so that it can be envisaged what 
happens when the value at the top of the calculation increases (e.g. in higher 
value areas or situations) relative to costs which will tend to be more uniform 
across an area (ignoring site specific abnormal cost issues). Thus it can be seen 
how viability tends to improve in higher value areas or situations, through 
increased scope to bear cost while driving land value and maintaining profit 
levels.  

 
 

Figure 1: Simplified Example of Gross Development Value Calculation for 
 illustration purposes only. Not drawn from study modelling, or specifically related to the 
 study outcomes.  

 
Total Sales Value  

 
Number of Units =  10 
Sales Value = £120,000 
Gross Sales (Development) Value =  A £1,200,000 

 
Development Costs (build costs, fees, 
etc.) = B £575,000 

 
Min Development Profit (@15% of Sales 
Value) = C £180,000 

 
Land Purchase Costs and Planning 
Infrastructure (not including affordable 
housing element) = D £75,000 

 
Land Residual Value (Gross Sales Value - 
Development Costs - Profit - Land 
Purchase and Planning Gain) =  E 
 
A – (B + C + D) = E £370,000 

10 

 



   

 
2.2.4 This general method reflects one of the main ways of how development viability 

tends to be assessed and land value checked relative to sales values and 
development costs. Through discussion with developers and in this case taking 
specific soundings from others such as enquiries of local agents and Renew 
North Staffordshire (the market renewal facilitating team, who were also 
represented on the Council’s panel which oversaw this and other related work) 
we have been able to verify our experience and thoughts on components of the 
model and indicative outputs, as well as the general approach.  

 
2.2.5 The model used for analysis, in this instance, provides an approximate residual 

land value, after taking into account assumed normal costs for site development.  
As stated previously, the prevalence of what might be regarded as abnormal 
development costs in the City is acknowledged. However, where applicable such 
costs are likely to be specific to the actual site and scheme details being 
considered. In our view it would, therefore, be inappropriate to make an 
assumption about a ‘standard’ level of abnormal cost because this might 
prejudice affordable housing delivery on some sites through resulting in a 
recommendation to universally reduce requirements. So no allowance has 
currently been made for abnormal costs. However, there is no doubt that viability 
on some sites is in any event tight, as we acknowledge. These factors will need 
to be part of the Council’s negotiated approach where appropriate justification 
exists. 

 
2.2.6 Added to this calculation is the inclusion of an affordable housing element, 

whereby the developer receives a payment for a number of completed units 
based on a predetermined calculation (discussed later), but that is not at a level 
comparable with open market values. This is the main reason why we describe 
the affordable housing as an additional cost/burden to scheme viability.  
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2.2.7 An allowance for other planning infrastructure costs has been made. The figures 
used for infrastructure payments are assumed based on information gathered 
from, and discussions with, the Council’s planning officers.  The City Council has 
not provided any more specific steer on this aspect, but we understand the 
assumption to be reasonably reflective of current development control 
requirements, particularly on the smaller sites. The figures are shown in 2.8: 
“Other Assumptions”. We understand that at £5,000 per dwelling average overall, 
we may be over-allowing to some degree based on the current development 
control situation and negotiations which take place, but the Council’s approach to 
planning infrastructure may well be reviewed under the scope of the LDF. In this 
case we believe our decision to allow relatively fully for such costs at the present 
time is a sound one. However the Council will need to bear this in mind, and keep 
the overall equation under review if proposals come forward to significantly 
increase wider planning obligation costs. The costs envisaged here are for such 
standard items as Open Space/amenity (currently the most significant and 
regular component of the overall commuted sums cost in the City as it is well 
served for open space, which nevertheless needs improving and maintaining), 
Education/Young persons contributions, Highways/Public Transport, and public 
art. This is not an exhaustive list, but the key point is that a sound assumption is 
made. A level of about £3,000 - £5,000 per unit is not unusual in our experience 
and work to date. This does not cover other site specific costs. There may, for 
example be particular and costly highways improvements needed to facilitate a 



   

scheme. Such items would need to be regarded as abnormal costs in the context 
of this study and its outputs. 

 
2.2.8 The result then shows the change in approximate (‘residual’) land value or 

change as a percentage of approximate gross development value. It should be 
noted that this is based on notional sites and is a relative exercise only - to 
determine the probable effect of revised affordable housing policy. Therefore not 
too much weight should be attached to the actual values arrived at - the changes 
in results as the affordable housing criteria alter are the key outcomes.  

 
2.3 Gross Development Value 
 
2.3.1 Gross development value (“GDV”) has been taken as the amount the developer 

ultimately receives on completion or sale of the scheme whether through open 
market sales alone or a combination of those and the receipt from a RSL for 
completed affordable housing units. Thus the developer’s profit in each case 
relates to that scheme specific sum rather than to a base level of GDV that 
assumes no affordable housing. It, therefore, assumes that the developer has 
appraised the site and secured land in the knowledge of and reflecting policy that 
will apply. This can be regarded as a reasonable approach given national policy 
guidance on the provision of affordable housing, and increasing strength with 
which that is being applied by Local Authorities.  

 
2.3.2 As policy alters, there will tend to be a delay to some extent in affordable housing  

supply increasing, while previous land deals and planning consents come forward 
(some of those may not be able to support latest policy), but we have to envisage 
a period of adjustment leading to sites being appraised differently. The approach 
we suggest of adopting clear targets, but then being prepared to negotiate in light 
of site specifics should cater for the range of scenarios that the Council will need 
to deal with. The delay/adjustment referred to here may also need to be borne in 
mind in terms of existing consents and or land deals coming the through the 
pipeline or being part the background to negotiations. 

 
2.3.3 Ultimately, the resulting approximate land value is a product of a series of 

calculations that provide a residual valuation based on both the value supported 
by the specific form of development a site can accommodate and its development 
costs. While the market uses a variety of approaches to appraise sites and 
schemes (including comparisons between sites on sales rates per unit of floor 
area for example) in early stages of feasibility, a more detailed approach such as 
this is usually necessary to understand how the value/cost relationship appears. 
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2.3.4 We have carried out some research of development values in the City in a 
general sense. That is summarised at 3.6. It can only be regarded as rough guide 
figures, for the reasons set out at the beginning of 2.3.3 above. However, we 
acknowledge in this study key role of existing or alternative uses and so make 
cross references with the values our residual land value appraisals produce. This 
can only be regarded as indicative/background work, owing to the 
general/approximate nature of the information received and set out at 3.6 and the 
difficulties explained with making meaningful comparisons where the basis of 
figures, site characteristics or assumptions, etc may differ. 

 



   

2.3.5 Comparisons between sites are often problematic when trying to make sense of 
evidence on land transactions. It is not usually possible to know with any real 
confidence or in sufficient detail what specific site conditions, development scope 
and/or planning requirements might have influenced assumptions, attitudes to 
schemes and thus the land deals.  

 
2.4 Developer’s Profit 
 
2.4.1 Adams Integra’s experience of working with a range of developers leads us to 

suggest that they would need to seek a fixed profit of at least 15% (gross) of 
gross development value. Only if the projections reveal around this fixed profit 
margin (as a minimum) would they be likely to pursue a site.  

 
2.4.2 This model, therefore, uses a developer’s profit (gross) fixed at 15% of gross 

development value, which we acknowledge is at the lower end of the acceptable 
profit range in normal circumstances in our view. Some developers will look at 
alternative profit criteria, for example a higher percentage (perhaps up to 30%) of 
capital employed. We felt it appropriate to appraise the scenarios at the margins. 
Higher profit levels than those we have assumed may well be appropriate, 
depending on the nature of the project and risk/reward scenario. Different profit 
aspirations will also be held by different types of house building and development 
companies. Generally, it may be appropriate to consider that smaller more local 
developers, tackling sites in areas they know very well, will probably accept a 
lower margin than a larger company taking on potentially larger and higher risk 
projects, often brought forward over longer time spans and with much uncertainty 
along the way. It might also be said that with their responsibility to share holders 
and style of business planning the scope of some of the larger housebuilders to 
adapt to different scenarios on margins might be more limited. The Council will 
need to consider the case being put forward by developers raising viability 
concerns, but in our view, generally a 15% profit would be a reasonable starting 
point for this discussion from the Council’s perspective; given its obligation to 
enable a relevant mix of housing provision in accordance with the new PPS3. 

 
2.4.3 However, given our acknowledgement that a 15% profit level might not be 

sufficient, in some instances we have also carried out modelling to check the 
impact of a developer’s profit level of 20% on example results.  
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2.4.4 Outcomes based on a higher developers’ profit are not set out in detail in this 
study report as the 15% profit driven full results data is, but are summarised in 
Section 3 of this report (Results Analysis) at 3.5 and in Figure 4. This is on the 
basis that a higher level of profit (of circa 20%) might be properly justified to the 
Council by the developer in terms of risk reward and, therefore, form part of the 
scheme appraisal discussion. It is not to say that we expect that level of profit to 
be universally required or accepted – our experience shows that particularly for 
smaller and lower risk schemes, and those carried out by smaller more local 
developers, the lower level (15%) may well be sufficient. We have to consider 
that there will be a wide range of scheme types brought forward by an equally 
wide range of parties. Once again, there are no firm rules. A default profit level of 
15% has been used in all our work of this type to date, including on site specifics 
and in Appeal situations. To date it has not been the subject of significant debate 
and at the recent Local Plan Inquiry in Portsmouth for example, where in our view 



   

some similar wider market factors exist, the Inspector stated support for our 
approach. 

 
2.4.5 Having said that profit requirements vary, we would not normally expect a 

developer to have fixed expectations of a final gross profit level of much more 
than around 20%. On this basis we would normally expect some negotiation and 
compromise to take place in reducing any initial target expectations down were 
they significantly above this level. 

 
2.5 Model Areas and Unit Values 
 
2.5.1 Given the property market research carried out (report included at Appendix  III)  

it was decided that it would be more useful to Stoke-on-Trent City Council to base 
the study on the range of new build sales values currently encountered across 
the City, and select three points within the range for each component property 
type from the notional schemes to be modelled.  

 
2.5.2 This amounts to settling on three value bands at which we test development 

viability through looking at residual land values, and changes in those as 
affordable housing is sought on sites for the first time. So we consider each 
notional scheme type (as set out at Appendix I) with sales values fixed at the 
Lower, Middle and Higher value band points.  

 
2.5.3 In some other studies, we have used value points as appropriate to particular 

settlements or neighbourhoods, but as discussed above the market picture in 
Stoke is too complex to do this in any sort of reliable way in our view. The value 
banding approach has now been used in a number of our studies, including those 
which have been exposed to Local Plan Inquiry and more recently in a LDF Core 
Strategy Examination. Examples of development viability studies where we 
considered this approach relevant were for Local Authorities in Portsmouth, 
Crawley, Hart and in West Sussex. This has become our favoured approach, 
unless very distinct value patterns related to particular settlements or 
geographies exist.    

 
2.5.4 There are two key factors here. The first is the clear evidence that there is a real 

dual market developing, broadly speaking with one level of prices for typical older 
stock, and a much higher level for new build, causes complications for analysis of 
the market as we will now go on to touch on. The second is that in a complex 
predominantly urban area such as Stoke-on-Trent, there is a lot of overlap and 
blurring of value areas if an attempt is made to map those.  

 
2.5.5 We comment above that it is possible to present an approximate and very 

general hierarchy of values in terms of the overall market. However, that picture 
is by no means definitive, and could be misleading in terms of looking at new 
build sales values which are what must be focussed on for this viability study. It is 
the new build schemes which are going to supply the planning led housing 
sought, and viability judgements must be based on appropriate values for those 
schemes. 
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2.5.6 The value patterns we have seen in the City are not distinct enough to avoid 
branding some large areas as definitively lower value were we to make the 
approach location specific, thereby potentially prejudicing the Council’s ability to 



   

secure much need affordable housing in those areas. By taking a banding 
approach instead, we are saying that the value levels considered in each band 
could in fact be found anywhere within the City, and this also lends itself well to a 
clear uniform target as the foundation for a negotiated approach, applied 
practically.  

 
2.5.7 The property market research carried out by Adams Integra, to underpin the 

judgements made on sales values to be used, involved a series of stages and 
types of research - as set out at 2.5.8 to 2.5.18 below. 

 
2.5.8 First, Adams Integra reviewed the asking and subject to contract sale prices of all 

available and under offer one and two-bed flats and two, three and four-bed 
houses across the City using internet marketing and data sites. This enabled us 
to get a first overview of the market as a whole.  

 
2.5.9 This was then supplemented with Land Registry search data on average sale 

prices for particular unit types across the City. The problem with that particular 
data is that it does not relate well to particular property types, ages or sizes; the 
information is collated in broad categories such as flats, terraced, semi-detached 
and detached. Taken alone, therefore, it provides only a useful overview rather 
than a sound basis for selection of figures. This is the sort of data which the 
Council’s Knowledge Management Unit uses to monitor house price trends, 
which is different to understanding the detail behind those, and we will come back 
to this point a little later on. As mentioned elsewhere, the work of the Knowledge 
management unit could perhaps be widened in such areas. 

 
2.5.10 Beginning to appreciate during this work that there was a dual market in 

existence, we then turned our focus to new build schemes; especially as those 
will supply the new affordable housing sought by the proposed policy measures. 
We were supplied with development ‘pipeline’ capacity information by the 
Council’s Planning Policy Officers. This was used to direct us to current and 
recent new build schemes, and to supplement our own knowledge of schemes 
underway, gained through travelling around the City.  

 
2.5.11 Once schemes were located, we visited developers’ sales offices where practical, 

spoke to staff and made further telephone and internet enquiries as to what was 
for sale on each scheme, for how much, and to get a feel for how well the 
scheme was selling, whether incentives were being offered, etc. This proved to 
be the most valuable part of the property research exercise (as it usually is), and 
one that we revisited, as described below. 

 
2.5.12 The final part of the property prices research involved further assistance from the 

Council’s planning policy staff through the use of their dwelling completions 
monitoring data. Our aim here was to supplement the extensive knowledge of 
new build schemes and marketing as gained through the site visits and other 
research. We sought to do this by locating the specific addresses of properties 
which had been sold over the last two years or so, so that we could capture 
actual sales price information.  
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2.5.13 In order to update such information, particularly older information, we then 
needed to apply Land Registry sourced indexing to adjust sales prices to current 
equivalent figures.  



   

 
2.5.14 However, on studying the fluctuations within such an index over the period 

considered, it became apparent that this particular process was not going to be 
helpful in building our picture. The property research report at Appendix III 
includes commentary on and some illustration of this. In our view such an 
approach cannot be used reliably in Stoke-on-Trent. Prices were noted to 
fluctuate, sometimes wildly for certain types of property, from one quarter to the 
next. Detailed studying of this shows, we think, that the price levels recorded are 
simply highly sensitive to what exactly is being sold each quarter. It is highly likely 
that where prices for a particular property type increase dramatically over a very 
short time span, that is because the data is including a recently sold new build 
scheme, resulting in a close batch of sales at significantly higher price levels than 
the norm (i.e. than the Stoke prevailing/overall resale market more typical rates). 
Conversely, when price levels are shown to have dipped very suddenly and 
significantly, it is likely to indicate that sales from a new scheme have stopped 
feeding through in to the data in a marked way.  

 
2.5.15 This is by deduction rather than any actual evidence, but in our view it fits with 

the clear dual market scenario we have identified in as much as the effect of that 
on the overall figures is more or less switched on and off as new scheme sales 
come through in patches. 

 
2.5.16 This effect certainly casts sufficient doubt over the sort of Land Registry 

information collected by the Council in terms of taking a snapshot of the market, 
or even an informed view over a period of a year or more. Whilst over time it will 
be possible to see trends as the peaks and troughs are diluted, the figures are 
too general to rely upon solely for the purpose of our work.  

 
2.5.17 Another issue with tracking down reliable actual sales data was knowing enough 

about the specific addresses we had information for. Some of the price levels 
found presented much uncertainty. For example, we could not be certain that 
some Housing Association developments, including shared ownership schemes 
for instance, were not distorting the figures 

 
2.5.18 Therefore, having endeavoured to capture reliable actual sales price data to 

verify our picture and further evidence it, by updating previous sales figures, all in 
all we did not feel confident in the results so reverted to our judgements based on 
current schemes and marketing information from our site visits and desk based 
work. The processes we went through have all helped to verify these judgements 
and it is important to note that this is not a statistical exercise in any event; it is 
about making the right judgements based on evidence available.  

 
2.5.19 This is only a snapshot, but by looking at the range of new build values found, the 

appraisals have more relevance to a wider range of scenarios, non location 
specific. 
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2.5.20 Furthermore, the number of appraisals carried out and range of results produced, 
does enable a view to be taken on what results might  be produced from points in 
between those studied (in terms of relevant sales values, or may be different 
proportions of affordable housing in between the nil and 25% target levels). As 
above, the resulting feel for site viability can be used irrespective of specific 
location, where approximate sales values can be estimated. 



   

Figure 2: Summary of bandings for the range of property types considered: 

  
Unit   
 Band 

Band 1 
Lower Value 

Band 2 
Middle Value 

Band 3 
Higher Value 

1-Bed Flat £70,000 £95,000 £120,000 
2-Bed Flat £80,000 £110,000 £140,000 
2-Bed House £90,000 £120,000 £150,000 
3-Bed House £100,000 £145,000 £190,000 
4-Bed House £160,000 £195,000 £230,000 

 
2.5.21 It must be re-stated that in speaking to a variety of agents and taking soundings 

from other sources, both within the Council and externally, we have encountered 
much debate on exactly where some of the 10 Ward based areas fit into the 
hierarchy of overall values within the resale market. The important point for this 
study, however, is that we look at the range of value situations likely to be 
encountered across the City. 

 
2.5.22 Whilst it must be acknowledged that the new build homes market still makes up a 

small proportion of the overall stock in Stoke-on-Trent, we have seen enough 
evidence of demand and price levels to state that these are firmly established 
value levels and in our view we will continue to see new homes prices 
significantly outstripping the traditional Stoke stock values. Although it could be 
argued that increased supply might gradually reduce the appeal of new homes in 
the area, our view is that in the longer term there will continue to be what is 
effectively a dual market, with the new homes market in the City more aligned to 
the price levels seen in some of the more outlying and neighbouring areas.  

 
2.5.23 This was apparent on almost all of the new homes sites we visited and agents we 

spoke to, with sales staff reporting no let up in demand for the homes and 
significant discounts only usually being offered in respect of particular less 
attractive plots on schemes (poor outlook, inferior gardens etc). In general we 
encountered reports of strong demand for the housing products being offered, 
across the range and in a variety of scheme styles, sizes and locations.   

 
2.5.24 The common message, affirmed by our own view and that of the Council Officers, 

is that this is because new build in Stoke provides such a different, aspirational 
offer compared with much of the City’s older housing stock. This effect, in our 
view, is unlikely to be short lived. It does have severe consequences for 
affordability, as other aspects of this overall policy planning development work 
will pick up on, in terms of the value uplifts that are likely to be seen on 
regeneration. It will be especially important therefore for the Council to secure a 
proportion of the expanding new build stock for appropriate types and forms of 
affordable housing.  
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2.5.25 This report does not attempt to provide comprehensive property valuation data to 
be relied upon in its own right, but rather identifies the typical range of new build 
values for various unit types. Any locality will contain a range of values covering a 
single property type. We believe, however, that the information used in our 
modelling is representative of the range of value scenarios which might be seen. 

 



   

2.5.26 We have deliberately not used only top range values relating to what might be 
described as more upmarket schemes or certain types of locations. While some 
new schemes will command high values relative to others, we used what we feel 
were more typical values representative of the range. This enables us to 
understand how viability might look on what might be termed an ordinary new 
scheme rather than only considering the top end ones. This is because the 
Council needs to be able to underpin the deliverability of affordable housing 
schemes on a range of development types. 

 
2.5.27 On this point, it appeared to us that most of the schemes we saw, even at the 

higher value points, could be regarded as ‘general market’ type schemes.  
 
2.5.28 Also relevant in this context is the fact that the values used here can only be on a 

snapshot/current time basis. To this end it is relevant to mention the transition 
from 2005 into early 2006 and then to the latter part of 2006; where the recent 
past period of relative uncertainty in the property market generally has, it is 
reported, given way to a period of steady growth in prices again. It is interesting 
that in this context the demand for all types of new build property has remained 
relatively strong throughout this period, and this does reinforce the comments we 
have picked up about the vibrancy of the new build market in Stoke at the time of 
writing. In other areas we have studied during 2005 and the earlier part of 2006, 
we have encountered a range of indicators of less strong local market conditions 
such as fairly widespread offering of large incentives to buy, and an oversupply of 
certain unit types – often flats. We have not encountered such factors with any 
regularity in Stoke.  

 
2.5.29 There are now sufficient instances of a range of developers, including large name 

house builders, developing in some cases where the traditional stock still 
dominates, to suggest that such schemes are here to stay; that developers are 
comfortable with the market that exists for these schemes and are competing for 
new site opportunities which arise.  

 
2.6 Model Scenarios, Unit Types, Mix and Size 
 
2.6.1 Adams Integra recommended that a range of scenarios be tested at each of the 

value band levels, reflecting the impact of policy proposals on site viability. These 
are outlined in Appendix I – Development Scenarios.  

 
2.6.2 The table indicates the range of scenarios modelled across the Stoke-on-Trent 

City area, representing existing policy (no affordable housing formally sought) 
and the potential policy change that may come about as a result of this study and 
related policy development work followed by consultation. 
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2.6.3 The 15 unit schemes represent typical infill/redevelopment sites which would be 
captured by the Council’s proposed policy position of 25% affordable housing on 
or above a threshold of 15 units; at the point the threshold would first take effect. 
These notional sites correspond to typical flatted and housing schemes. 25, 40, 
50, 70 and 100 unit schemes represent larger typical schemes likely to come 
forward across the City, modelled in order to fully determine the impact of 
proposed policy across a range of scenarios. These scheme types were settled 
on through discussion with the Council. As above, it was not possible to consider 
every type of scheme by any means. Studying the Council’s spreadsheets on the 



   

development ‘pipeline’ (permissions, allocations and capacity) showed that in fact 
almost every type of scheme conceivable comes forward in Stoke – from just a 
few homes to several hundred. Larger schemes in particular may require special 
consideration in viability terms. While much the same principles will apply, there 
may be particular infrastructure requirements which need to be considered 
carefully. 

 
2.6.4 The flat sizes used in the modelling are 51sq m for one-bed and 66sq m for two-

bed flats (gross internal areas). We have assumed a bias towards 2 bed flats 
which would be a typical market-led approach. In practice (on a smaller site in 
particular) a developer might seek a totally uniform scheme. In terms of design 
and cost – the floor plates, service positions etc. need to marry up reasonably. 
Therefore a practical approach to policy application will again be necessary. 

 
2.6.5 For two, three and four-bed houses we have used 76sq m, 86sq m and 96sq m 

respectively as representative sizes. These areas are gross internal. They are 
thought to be reasonably representative especially of smaller and average family 
accommodation of the type coming forward, within the type of schemes likely to 
be suitable for on site integrated affordable housing.  

 
2.6.6 These unit sizes are also representative of affordable housing requirements.  

They are the same as those likely to be considered by the Council, being familiar 
typical sizes to RSLs and the Housing Corporation, as it develops draft 
Supplementary Planning Document thinking being in advance of consultation. We 
acknowledge that these 3 and 4 bed (latter especially) house sizes may be small 
compared with some coming forward on the general market, but our research 
suggests that the values for larger house types would often exceed those we 
have used.  

 
2.6.7 For details of the unit mix for each scenario see Appendix I – Development 

Scenarios. 
 
2.6.8 In practice there would be a tendency towards developers needing to maintain 

the higher value units within a scheme for private sales whilst also thinking about 
the relationship of the private units to the affordable units in terms of location and 
marketing perceptions – points which we have to acknowledge. These are all 
factors which in practice (and dependant on the site location and characteristics) 
will affect the unit and tenure mix. 

 
2.7 Affordable Housing Unit Transfer (to RSL) – Method of Payment Calculation 

and Type of Unit Transferred 
 
2.7.1 Discussions with the Council in the early development phases of the potential 

Officer led content of the proposed Supplementary Planning Document (SPD) 
working draft have included the idea that, for clarity, guidance should set out 
figures which will be assumed for completed affordable unit purchases from 
developers by RSLs (or other affordable housing providers approved by the 
Council). The figures put forward in our wider discussions with and 
recommendations to the Council are as follows: 

 
• 1 bed unit @ 51sq m payment to developer = £51,000 
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• 2 bed unit @ 66sq m payment to developer = £61,000 



   

• 2 bed unit @ 76sq m payment to developer = £70,000 
• 3 bed unit @ 86sq m payment to developer = £81,000 
• 4 bed unit @ 96sq m payment to developer = £95,000 

 
2.7.2 These figures were arrived at through consultation with some of the Council’s key 

partner RSLs during April 2006. They were calculated as the mid point figure 
between the typical sums currently paid by the RSLs for rented and shared 
ownership units. The Housing Corporation was a party to these discussions. In 
practice, in Stoke-on-Trent, developers have received significantly higher 
payments for shared ownership units than for affordable rented.  

 
2.7.3 This higher level of receipt for shared ownership is not unusual. In some areas 

we deal with, Local Authorities have until recently followed this approach, or still 
do, as part of a negotiation which takes place between the developer and RSL.  

 
2.7.4 However, when the accommodation provided and provision costs are essentially 

the same, in our view there is really no reason why a developer’s understandable 
preference for shared ownership, tenure wise, should be further reinforced by it 
meaning a very significantly enhanced receipts. Instead, in our view, any ability to 
cross subsidise or at least counterbalance the financially restrictive affordable 
rented accommodation appraisals with the healthier financial appraisals resulting 
from the shared ownership tenure, should be kept within the scheme rather than 
flow out to the land owner or developer. 

 
2.7.5 The Council’s approach to planning led affordable housing is now being 

developed and in our view this ought to be done in a way which seeks to optimise 
provision through securing a clear but fair level of landowner/developer subsidy. 
This is similar in principle to an approach which seeks to secure nil cost land or 
nil cost serviced land for the affordable homes (which is commonly applied and 
notably in fact results in a similar viability impact), but instead is expressed in 
terms of the type of figures set out at 2.7.1 above. A clear table or matrix would 
normally contain this information within SPG or SPD, and be a core part of aiming 
to provide landowners and developers with early, clear guidance for their site 
assessments. Such information would need to be regularly updated by the 
Council; and as a part of that process its workability and outputs in the context of 
Stoke would be monitored. 

  
2.7.6 In effect, therefore, our assumptions here, which link with the key thinking which 

we recommend should be behind the draft SPD being considered, involve 
increasing the developer receipts from affordable rented units and decreasing 
those for shared ownership. This work is very closely related to such thinking, 
and for consistency its assumptions should be driven by that wider review of the 
Council’s approach. As well as consistency and linking of the evidence base, this 
results in some future proofing of this work, as it projects viability impacts likely to 
result from the detail of the policy direction, not just from the headlines (i.e. not 
just from the new proportion of affordable housing to be sought but otherwise 
based on the current negotiated approach).  
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2.7.7 Linked closely with this, we would recommend that a deliverable and sustainable 
blend of affordable housing (sought again as target and guide) would be a 50/50 
tenure mix of affordable rented and shared ownership/other intermediate/low 
cost. Use of the mid way figure between the two current payment by RSL (receipt 



   

by developer) levels is, therefore, appropriate.  This again is a key part of the 
wider approach which would need to be kept under review.  

 
2.7.8 The study is, therefore, tenure neutral in terms of the affordable housing content 

of the scheme. It could also be viewed on a social housing grant - free starting 
point basis which is again consistent with the thinking we have discussed with the 
Council. The grant free starting point is a stated aim of the Housing Corporation’s 
Regional Investment team, who we have consulted.  The assumption is that grant 
will only be potentially available where it is proved necessary to support or add   
to/improve the affordable housing scheme (the Housing Corporation’s 
“additionality” term which we have mentioned already in this study). Depending 
on scheme circumstances, a grant free outcome might need to be achieved 
through a Cascade type mechanism involving the accepting of a revised 
affordable housing scheme – an altered proportion or revised tenure mix. This is 
not discussed further here as it is beyond the scope of this report. We have 
already mentioned the potential relevance of grant should the Council pursue 
increased affordable housing provision, for instance in the Market Renewal Major 
Intervention Areas. 

 
2.7.9 We believe that there may be a role for shared/fixed equity and possibly 

discounted market sale housing of various forms in Stoke-on-Trent. In many 
other areas we study, market property prices tend to negate the usefulness of 
these in a genuinely affordable context. Such forms of tenure might form part of 
the overall ‘menu’ for consideration here though; perhaps especially in the market 
renewal areas especially where gaps will need to be bridged between existing 
Victorian stock and new build values. There will normally be a need for such 
models to protect subsidies and, therefore, access costs for future occupants 
long term, but there might also be scenarios where a one-off discount promoted 
through a developer’s low cost sale scheme could also be relevant, though may 
be not as a significant part of the menu. PPS 3 excludes low cost sale in 
considering core affordable housing, however, so that will need to be weighed up 
against any viability issues and perhaps a wider role within overall housing 
supply, as the PPS says. 

 
2.7.10 The Council will need to avoid any over emphasis on such models, since they are 

unlikely to provide core affordable housing.  
 
2.7.11 If such models are considered then the discounts secured against what would be 

the full market sale rates are likely to be quite significant from the evidence we 
have seen of general new build sales prices, as discussed in this study.  

 
2.7.12 Just for illustration of this point, and taking the 2/3 bed house in our middle value 

band scenario – at say £120,000 - £145,000 – then deducting the cost of an 
affordable mortgage and a modest Homebuy or similar grant would still leave a 
significant gap to be bridged. It is likely that discounts to market values for this 
type of model would need to be in the order of 30%. The Council may carry out 
more work on this, and will need to work closely with developers and potentially 
RSLs to judge appropriate schemes, correctly assess market values and from 
there set relevant discounted values/equity shares where relevant. 
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2.7.13 Clearly developers will often recognise such models as more attractive than 
social rented schemes particularly; in relation to sums received and overall 



   

marketability of their schemes. This need not always be a negative factor from 
the Council’s perspective. As receipts to the developer will be higher on this 
basis, such models from a wider menu could potentially play a useful role in 
scenarios where financial viability is an issue.         

 
2.7.14 With current developments in Government thinking, developers are in some 

cases going to be providing affordable housing without involving RSLs in the 
development process. In such cases RSLs might still be involved in the 
management of the affordable homes. This is a scenario more likely to be 
relevant to larger schemes. The same unit price/value approach be aligned to this 
route or provision, as there is an input cost even though there may be no property 
transfer in the same way. 

 
2.7.15 As above, within the models used for each of the scenarios listed above (and 

shown in Appendix I) we have assumed that the affordable housing element of 
each scheme is tenure neutral. This is because by applying the assumption that 
the developer’s receipt from the affordable housing will be payment table based 
as above, there is no difference between the costs of providing for different 
tenures.  

 
2.7.16 In reality, each scheme will differ as it could be argued that for shared ownership 

or intermediate/low cost ownership forms of tenure provided on site, the market 
value of the remaining private units might not be affected as much as by 
affordable rented tenure adjacent. As above, we have not reflected such 
subtleties as it is not possible to do so with notional sites where the positioning of 
units and accesses, etc, is not known. These are real factors in the market which 
again it is suggested should be assessed as part of a practical approach to 
producing successful development schemes as a whole. 

 
2.7.17 The modelling has been based on transferring units for affordable housing in 

proportion to the number of each type within the overall scheme as far as 
possible. This would be the Council’s likely target approach, to avoid providing all 
smaller units as affordable homes. In practice, reference will need to be made to 
the Local Area Needs Index work which is in progress at the time of writing this 
report.  For example, only for simple illustration, in a scheme of ten 2-bed units 
and five 1-bed units, the affordable housing element would be four 2-bed units 
and two 1-bed units. This approach reflects the likely range of affordable housing 
need in most locations, but again in practice site specific discussions with 
reference to the Needs Index and scheme type would prevail. 
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2.7.18 The Council’s clear priority housing need is for affordable (social) rented 
accommodation. This is again by no means unusual. Depending on location, site 
viability resulting from review of development and infrastructure costs and 
available funding, it is proposed that the Council will always initially seek to 
maximise the scope for affordable rented housing in accordance with the overall 
50/50 target mix stated above. A flexible approach may be adopted to secure this 
in lower numbers if that becomes necessary and is appropriate on a particular 
site.  As above, this ability to react, for example, to uncertain or changing funding 
positions might be embodied in a Cascade type approach to affordable housing 
numbers and tenure mix. Our methodology does not preclude this approach. 

 



   

2.7.19 The rounding of affordable housing content of schemes can cause confusion and 
anomalies, and in setting out the detail in due course the Council will need to 
clarify its approach. We have assumed a conventional approach to rounding, 
based on +/- 0.5 unit. So by way of example, a 17 unit market scheme under the 
proposals being considered (at 25%) would provide 4.25 = 4 affordable homes.  
An 18 unit scheme would provide 4.5 = 5 affordable homes. There will inevitably 
be such steps in requirements with this approach. In our experience this is 
unavoidable unless the Council considers taken financial payments for part units 
or similar, which approach could become complex and need much more 
administering.  

 
2.8 Other Assumptions 
 
2.8.1 The appraisal model includes other variables such as fees, land buying costs, 

finance, agency costs and planning infrastructure provision that are all taken into 
account when calculating an approximate land residual value. 

 
2.8.2 These figures in some instances are factors of other elements of the appraisal 

and, therefore, vary by site size and type. In practice each site and developer 
approach would vary and it is appreciated that the figures used here will not 
always be appropriate, but this enables a comparison to be drawn across sites on 
a ‘like for like’ basis.  

 
2.8.3 The percentages and values assumed for the purposes of this exercise are listed 

below and are the result of Adams Integra experience, and discussions with 
developers and other sources:  

 
 

• Base Build Costs (House Schemes) – £900/sq m  
 
• Base Build Costs (Flatted Schemes) - £1,000/sq m 
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It is generally accepted that base costs for flats are likely to be higher than for a 
scheme of houses particularly for small flatted schemes where sites are small 
and often difficult to work on (storage, craning etc). Common areas have to be 
allowed for, as does the degree of repetition of costly elements. Cashflows can 
also be less favourable as rolling sales are more difficult to deliver. 

 
Build cost figures have been taken as an indicative base level, supported where 
possible by our discussions with developers, the experiences of RSLs and 
Council’s other partners and verified as far as possible by our Cost Consultant 
through research of BCIS (RICS Building Cost Information Service) data.  

 
These figures are £100/sq m (in the case of houses) and £150/sq m (in the case 
of flats) lower than base build cost figures we have used recently in such study 
work in the South East.  

 
From our Quantity Surveyor’s advice, with the benefit of BCIS research, we 
understand that Stoke-on-Trent area build costs tend to be up to 11-13% lower at 
the time of writing than what might be regarded as national norm figures.  
 
 



   

Certainly, our preliminary appraisal work showed that some level of cost 
adjustment needed to be made, given how viability was looking at higher 
construction cost rates, and this was verified.   

 
 Typical scheme specific additions to these are: 
  

• Architect Fees    3.5% of build costs 
 

• Consultants Fees (e.g. engineer, planning supervisor, project manager) 
    3.0% of build costs 

 
• Contingencies    3.0% of build costs 

 
• Insurances     2.5% of build costs 

 
• Marketing and Sales Fees  1.5% of Estimated Gross Sales Value 

 
• Legal Fees on Sale  £400 per unit 

 
• Finance (build)  6.5% APR on above costs over build period 

 
• Build Period 26 weeks for 15 unit schemes; 52 weeks for 

all other schemes  
 
• Land Survey Costs Scheme specific assumptions. £5,000 per 

site for the 15 unit scheme; graduated 
increase for larger schemes (on larger 
schemes especially there will usually also 
be additional cost associated with transport, 
environmental/landscape, ecology etc 
dependant on the scheme and not covered 
here). 

 
• Legal Fees on Land Purchase  0.5% of land value (this will often 

produce a low figure (when looking at very small or low value sites) but 
only make a minimal difference to outcome. 

 
• Planning Application costs  £265 per unit, but subject to standard  

    ceiling.  
 

• Stamp Duty Land Tax Between 0% and 4% depending on residual 
 land value.  

 
• Infrastructure Payments £5,000 per unit (applied in all cases, regardless 

of site specifics). These figures in reality would be based on site specific 
circumstances and so this is necessarily an approximation, but judged to 
be a reasonable assumption flowing discussions with the Council’s 
development control Officers.  
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• Finance related to land purchase  6.5% APR on land survey, planning 
costs, legal fees on land purchase and residual land value over build time 
plus 26 weeks (holding costs time). Normally this is sufficient as land will 



   

tend to be brought forward based on conditional contracts, options or 
similar so that full land purchase costs are not held for very significant 
lengths of time. Of course there will be variations. No finance arrangement 
fee has been included for the purposes of this exercise. Our experience is 
that our interest calculations normally more than sufficiently allow for 
finance costs. As with much of this exercise, this is a snapshot and there 
are varying views as to what future rate trends will hold. Over time we 
would need to see how added costs balanced with what sales values 
were doing. 
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2.8.4 As this is a relative exercise aimed at determining the likely effect of the Council’s 
proposed policy position, the most important factor is consistency between 
assumptions used for modelling scenarios. As we point out, specific assumptions 
and values for our notional schemes may not be appropriate for any particular 
actual development. We are confident, however, that our assumptions are 
reasonable in terms of making this viability overview at the time of our modelling 
and thus in the context of the Council considering clear policy targets.    

 



   

3. RESULTS ANALYSIS 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 
3.1.1 The results of our modelling are shown in Appendix II. Table 1 shows a summary 

of the Land Residual Value appraisal results for Bands 1-3 (lowest to highest 
value), in approximate monetary terms. It also shows the approximate equivalent 
“per plot” value. The data in Table 1 is also shown graphically in Graph 1.  

 
3.1.2 Tables 2-4 show the reduction in residual land value as a result of allowing for the 

proposed 25% proportion of affordable housing to be required, across the value 
bands. Tables 2-4 are modelled on the basis of transferring completed affordable 
units to an RSL in accordance with the payment table at paragraph 2.7.1. 

 
3.1.3 Graphs 2, 5 and 8 show the approximate residual land values (in approximate 

monetary terms) from Tables 2 - 4. 
 
3.1.4 Graphs 3, 6 and 9 show the residual land values as a percentage of gross 

development value (rather than approximate monetary terms), and show how 
these vary as a result of a requirement for 25% affordable housing is initiated. 

 
3.1.5 Graphs 4, 7 and 10 show the percentage reduction in residual land values as a 

result of the policy proposals in each value band. 
 
3.1.6 Figure 3 below, provides a quick summary of the information to be found in 

Appendix II. We have not included full results from the 20% developers profit 
appraisals we carried out, but have summarised certain sample results at Figure 
4 for comparison with the equivalent 15% profit results.  

 
Figure 3: Summary of Information Results Shown in Appendix II 
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Table 
No. Title Graph 

No. Title 

1 
Summary of Land Residual  Value 

Appraisals for All Bands - 15% 
Developer Profit 

1 
Summary of Land Residual Values at 0% and 25% 
Affordable Housing Across All Value Bands - 15% 

Developer Profit 

2 Residual Land Value (£) - Lower Band - 15% 
Developer Profit 

3 Residual Land Value (% of GDV) - Lower Band - 
15% Developer Profit 2 

Summary Table Showing 
Reduction in Land Residual Based  

(Transfer of Affordable Units 
based on Stoke City Council 

Payment Tables) - Lower Band - 
15% Developer Profit 4 

Reduction in Residual Land Value as a Percentage 
of GDV from 0% to 25% Affordable Housing - Lower 

Band - 15% Developer Profit 

5 Residual Land Value (£) - Middle Band - 15% 
Developer Profit 

6 Residual Land Value (% of GDV) - Middle Band - 
15% Developer Profit 3 

Summary Table Showing 
Reduction in Land Residual Based  

(Transfer of Affordable Units 
based on Stoke City Council 

Payment Tables) - Middle Band - 
15% Developer Profit 7 

Reduction in Residual Land Value as a Percentage 
of GDV from 0% to 25% Affordable Housing - Middle 

Band - 15% Developer Profit 

8 Residual Land Value (£) - Higher Band - 15% 
Developer Profit 

9 Residual Land Value (% of GDV) - Higher Band - 
15% Developer Profit 4 

Summary Table Showing 
Reduction in Land Residual Based  

(Transfer of Affordable Units 
based on Stoke City Council 

Payment Tables) - Higher Band - 
15% Developer Profit 10 

Reduction in Residual Land Value as a Percentage 
of GDV from 0% to 25% Affordable Housing - Higher 

Band - 15% Developer Profit 



   

 
3.2 Residual Land Value and Reduction in Land Residual – All Schemes - Band 

1 (Table 2, Columns 7 and 9) – 15% Developer’s Profit 
 
3.2.1 Analysis of the results indicates that, as expected, introducing the affordable 

housing requirement on the scenarios modelled leads to a reduction in residual 
land value (RLV) across the entire range. 

 
3.2.2 In Band 1 (Lower), nearly all the schemes start with a negative (i.e. zero) land 

residual value before a requirement for affordable housing is imposed. As soon 
as 25% affordable housing is required, the land residual value reduces even 
further although of course in reality, the land value would remain at zero. 

 
3.2.3 In practice we suspect that the incidence of such lower new build value levels will 

not be widespread. The reason for such low residual land values is low sales 
values combined with development costs which are comparable to those in 
higher value situations. We have commented on the marginal viability of some 
scenarios in Stoke, even before affordable housing is sought. These situations 
may lend themselves to a different view needing to be taken on the cost / value 
relationship and, again, we can only really speculate as to some of the factors 
which might be at play in making development occur in such circumstances, for 
example: 

 
• Smaller/local/contractor developers taking a different view on 

costs, risks, profits, marketing, overheads – or combinations of 
these. 

 
• Housing Association/other subsidised or possibly conversion 

schemes distorting recorded sales data – pulling lower end figures 
further down. 

  
In general we are taking quite a cautious view of development viability here, 
which we feel is necessary. 

 
3.2.4 As a part of its wider strategy there may be a case for the Council encouraging 
 RSLs and developers/contractors to look at some lower value/marginal sites 
 for RSL led development schemes – where it might be possible to remove at 
 least an element of the developer’s profit requirement and, particularly if public 
 subsidy were available on viability (e.g. gap funding) grounds, consider how such 
 appraisals might be boosted and schemes might be made to compete favourably 
 with lower end value market schemes which struggle to create significant land 
 value. This is put forward in an exploratory sense. 
 
3.3 Residual Land Value and Reduction in Land Residual – All Schemes - Band 

2 (Table 3, Columns 7 and 9) – 15% Developer’s Profit 
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3.3.1 In Band 2, we see an improvement in approximate residual land values across all 
scheme types as a land value starts to be produced both with and without 
affordable housing. The approximate residual land value obviously varies 
dependent on scheme type, however, we can see that the reduction in RLV as a 
proportion of affordable housing is introduced, remains fairly constant with the 
exception of 15 and 25 unit flatted schemes – where we see a larger drop in RLV. 



   

 
3.3.2 For example, a 15 unit housing scheme in Band 2 provides an approximate 

residual land value of £292,026 at 0% affordable housing. This equates to 
approximately 14.2% of Gross Development Value (GDV). As the requirement for 
25% affordable housing is introduced, this figure drops to £116,573 (or 6.4% of 
GDV). This is a reduction of 60.1%. 

 
3.3.3 In a 25 unit flatted scheme, however, the approximate residual land value is 

£245,962 (9.5% of GDV) at 0% affordable housing but drops to £33,018 (or 1.4% 
of GDV at 25% affordable housing. This is a reduction of 86.6%. The reason that 
we see a greater reduction in RLV for the flatted schemes is probably due to the 
fact that no account has been taken as to the difference in land take between a 
flatted scheme and a housing scheme. In reality, a flatted scheme may well see 
reductions in RLV similar to those shown for the other schemes as its relative 
footprint size will be less than an equivalent house unit. This then compensates 
to some degree for the lower sales value of flatted units.  

 
3.3.4 We make some commentary on land take (the approximate land area needed to 
 accommodate schemes) at 3.6.5 below. We stress that this can only be 
 approximate for this type of exercise. 
 
3.4 Residual Land Value and Reduction in Land Residual – All Schemes - Band 

3 (Table 4, Columns 7 and 9) – 15% Developer’s Profit 
 
3.4.1 As expected, Band 3 shows a further improvement in the Residual Land Values, 

directly linked to the improvement in sales values. Again the RLV varies 
dependent on scheme size and again the reduction in residual land value 
remains relatively constant although relative reductions are less than in Band 2 or 
Band 1. In Band 3 the impact of “all flatted” schemes on RLV is also reduced as 
the overall residual value increases throughout this value band, reducing the 
effect of the “land take”. 

 
3.4.2 As an example, a 25 unit mixed scheme provides an approximate RLV of 

£1,036,225 (or 26.1% of GDV) with a 0% affordable housing requirement. At 25% 
affordable housing these reduce to £650,672 (or 18.9% of GDV); a reduction of 
37.2%. This compares to a reduction on the same scheme type of 60.4% in Band 
2. 

 
3.4.3 A further example (70 unit mixed scheme) provides an approximate RLV of 

£3,336,859 (or 27.7% of GDV) and £2,065,829 (or 20.0% of GDV) at 0% and 
25% affordable housing respectively. This is a reduction of 38.1%. Again, this 
compares to a reduction of 53.9% in an identical Band 2 scheme. 
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3.4.4 In Band 3 and to some degree parts of Band 2 the approximate residual land 
values appear to be able to support a level of affordable housing. This will 
obviously be dependent on the existing or alternative use value of any site and as 
such there is no definitive cut off point where it is possible to say that land values 
can or cannot support affordable housing. It is just possible to indicate that Band 
3 residual values are more likely to support a 25% affordable housing 
requirement than Band 2 or 1. Band 2 values are still relatively low and an 
element of negotiation is almost certainly going to be required on the percentage 
of affordable housing to be sought, especially alongside other planning 



   

requirements. Band 1 residual values are in the main nominal or zero with 
reference to our calculations. As above a different view of the cost/value 
relationships may kick-start certain schemes and mitigate lower value 
development (Band 1) barriers and problems. However in such cases, the 
affordable housing requirements should be looked at on a site by site by site 
basis. 

 
3.5 Results at 20% Developer’s Profit 
 
3.5.1 As mentioned at 2.4.3 of this report, on a sample basis Adams Integra 

investigated the impact of a 20% developer’s profit level on viability (when 25% 
affordable housing content is assumed in accordance with the policy proposals). 
For the purpose of seeing trends in results this was done for all scheme types 
and replicates the appraisals carried out (and discussed above) at a 15% 
Developer’s profit level.  

 
3.5.2 As expected, the same trends are seen as discussed above in relation to a 15% 

developer’s profit – i.e. the lower the development values, the greater the 
additional impact becomes. In effect we see further reductions in residual land 
value across the board. Figure 4 below shows a brief comparison of a selection 
of results comparing the 15% and 20% developer profit appraisals. 

 
Figure 4: Comparison of a Selection of Results Based on 15% and 20% Developer Profit 
(DP) Appraisals – Band 3 
 

Scheme Type RLV 
 (15% DP) 

RLV  
(20% DP) 

RLV 
 (% of GDV) 

15% DP 

RLV 
 (% of GDV) 

20% DP 

Reduction 
in RLV  

(15% DP) 

Reduction 
in RLV  

(20% DP) 
40 Unit Mixed 

Scheme (0% AH) £1,883,467 £1,578,130 27.5% 23.1%   

40 Unit Mixed 
Scheme (25% AH) £1,179,828 £917,256 20.1% 15.6% 37.4% 41.9% 

70 Unit Mixed 
Scheme (0% AH) £3,336,859 £2,799,394 27.7% 23.3%   

70 Unit Mixed 
Scheme (25% AH) £2,065,829 £1,605,502 20.0% 15.6% 38.1% 42.6% 

100 Unit Mixed 
Scheme (0% AH) £4,771,523 £4,001,930 27.7% 23.2%   

100 Unit Mixed 
Scheme (25% AH) £2,968,345 £2,308,343 20.1% 15.6% 37.8% 42.3% 

 
3.5.3 Again as above, the higher value schemes/areas are more likely to be able to 

support the increased affordable housing content more often, but given the range 
of developers operating, the prevalence of higher level new build values, the 
scheme types coming forward and the market evidence, we do not think these 
results affect the validity of the 25% target requirement, even at a 20% Developer 
Profit level. The sums which remain available for land purchase on this basis in 
the higher value bands are still relatively significant. 
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3.5.4 As stated above, not too much weight should be attached to the approximate 
land residuals shown. The main trend we are looking at is the scale of reduction 
in those flowing from the proposed policy impact. Whether a specific site comes 
forward for residential development will hinge on the wide range of factors 



   

discussed in this report, not least any competing land use value as mentioned 
above in relation to results of 15% Developer Profit appraisals.  

 
3.6 Comparative land values 
 
3.6.1 As mentioned at 2.3.4 we carried out some research of active Agents’ opinions of 
 residential development land values in the City. This type of information can only 
 be indicative and very general, as discussed. The results were as follows: 
 
   

 Verbal guideline opinions only: 
Agent 1 No specific information 
Agent 2 1 acre City centre site likely to be £500,000 

- £600,000. 
Agent 3 Max density top value around £1m/acre. 

Depends on planning status. Lower end 
value around £300,000/acre. 

Agent 4 Depends on site conditions but typically 
£500,000 - £600,000. 

Agent 5 Ditto, range £600,000 - £700,000/acre 
Agent 6 Dependant on planning status but an 

average of around £500,000/acre 
Agent 7 Typically £500,000 - £700,000/acre 

depending on site conditions. 
 
3.6.2 The above information, painting typical residential development values in the 

range £500,000 - £600,000/acre, fits reasonably well with Valuation Office 
Agency property market reporting for January 2006. This was available on the 
internet, and showed for Stoke-on-Trent: 

 
• Small sites (quoted as being for less than 5 houses) 

£1.4m/Hectare (= approximately £567,000/acre). 
 
• Bulk land (quoted as being sites in excess of 2 Ha) 

£1.25m/Hectare (= approximately £507,000/acre). 
 

• [Our interpretation from wider figures included] Notably, that 
Stoke-on-Trent land values are often significantly lower than the 
wider West Midlands context. 

 
3.6.3 At the time of our study research we also found some general indications of 

approximate values levels through some smaller sites actively being marketed at 
the time. Examples were: 

  
• A site with planning consent for 12 apartments over 3 storeys, 

following clearance at London Road, ST4 5HB – asking price 
£350,000 +. 
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• A cleared site, ready for development at Cobridge, with planning 
consent for 5 no. 4 bed detached houses – asking price £250,000. 

 



   

• Sandford Hill – a plot with planning consent for a detached house - 
£35,000. 

 
• Plot with planning consent for executive style 4 bed, 2 bathroom 

houses with detached garage - £91,000.  
 
3.6.4  We also found some indicative values information, for background purposes, on 
 commercial development land values, on a similar general guideline only, basis:  
 

• Industrial/warehousing land usually in the range £250,000 to 
£650,000 per Hectare in Stoke-on-Trent and Stafford areas (range 
£100,000 to £263,000/acre). 

 
• Typically £320,000/Hectare (£130,000/acre). 

 
• This information sourced from the Government’s Valuation Office 

Agency (‘VOA’) Property Market report July 2006. 
 

• It can be seen that larger industrial sites are likely to be valued at 
very approximately one quarter of typical residential development 
values based on this. We are of course looking very broadly at this 
here.  

 
3.6.5 As stated previously, comparisons on this sort of basis are difficult to make with 

any real certainty or confidence. Again, there will be no substitute for 
consideration of site specifics where viability issues arise, but we consider it 
helpful to make some cross reference between our results and this sort of 
information on land values.  

 
3.6.6 First in this process we need to consider the approximate land take (land area 

needed) for example notional schemes. Taking the 40 unit mixed scheme (mix of 
houses and flats) we would expect this to come forward at a density of very 
approximately 50 dwellings per Hectare (about 20 dwellings per acre). In 
comparison, we would expect our typical low rise (notional) flatted schemes to be 
at approximately 80 dwellings per Hectare. Taking the low rise flatted only 
schemes, on the basis of our workings it is quite likely that these would not 
generally compare favourably in viability terms with mixed or house only schemes 
unless around twice the plot numbers were accommodated on the same land 
area. This means that genuinely viable all flatted schemes are more likely to be at 
densities of around 100 dwellings per hectare, or perhaps more, particularly in 
the lower residential value areas.   

 
3.6.7 Taking the same 40 unit notional mixed scheme from Figure 4 above, we can see 

approximate pre-affordable housing provision values of about £47,000 per plot 
average (based on 15% developer’s profit). At 20% developer’s profit, still with no 
affordable housing, this falls to approximately £39,450 per plot average. 
Following the introduction of 25% affordable housing on the basis of our 
assumptions that falls to £29,500 per plot average after a 15% developer’s profit 
allowance; or £22,900 per plot average with 20% developer’s profit. 
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3.6.8 Although this is approximating, as is necessary in this overview exercise, then 
applying the post affordable housing plot values at a density of say 50 dwellings 



   

per hectare is going to give a range of very approximate values per hectare in the 
order of £1.145m to £1.475m. This is a range of approximately £464,000 to 
£597,000 per acre. 

 
3.6.9 It can be seen that these outcomes compare with the wider/general land values 

information gathered and indicated at 3.6.1 and 3.6.2. 
 
3.6.10 Furthermore, the approximate residual values remain well in excess of the typical 

industrial land values indicated at 3.6.4. That is not to say that there will be no 
other competing uses. Land for business units, retail, car sales, wholesale and a 
range of other uses will be more valuable than the figures indicated at 3.6.4, but 
on a very site specific basis, normally connected with trading potential. We did 
find some other relatively anecdotal information on land values for the 
commercial and office sector (reported by the “In Staffs” Partnership in June 
2006) suggesting values over just over £250,000 per acre (approximately 
£615,000/hectare) in some instances – rising due the prospect of completed 
trunk road improvements. It is simply not possible to make further judgements in 
this type of exercise and, again there will be no substitute for site specific review. 
This is all indicative. 

 
3.6.11 Since the commentary at 3.6.6 relates to a sample notional scheme at band 3 

(highest) sales and therefore land values, we will now look at a lower value 
scenario. Taking our scheme of 15 houses value band 2, after 25% affordable 
housing is assumed these produce an average plot value of only circa £8,000 per 
plot on our figures. It can be seen that at the same approximation of 50 dwellings 
per hectare this would be producing very approximately £400,000/hectare land 
value.  This is likely to compete with or exceed the tone of industrial values as 
above, but falls well short of the sums that might be expected from residential 
development by some landowners. This does not rule out a scheme proceeding, 
and it might reinforce messages about land price expectations and appraisal 
assumptions needing to be viewed differently with time, as planning requirements 
develop.   

 
3.7 Summary 
 
3.7.1 The decrease in residual land values as a result of the change from 0% to 25% 

affordable housing requirement is significant. In other studies Adams Integra has 
carried out there is generally an existing/starting point where a level of affordable 
housing is already required, but proposed policy means that is being increased. 
Therefore some of the impacts noted here are significant, because they are akin 
to affordable housing being required for the first time, for example on smaller 
sites we have studied elsewhere, captured for the first time when the thresholds 
are lowered.   
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3.7.2 However, the impact of the proposed introduction of affordable housing 
requirements shown by the reduction in residual land value actually stays 
relatively constant across both differing scheme types and across differing value 
bands. There are notable exceptions to this, for example on some flatted 
schemes, and especially the smaller ones. This indicates that generally the 
scheme type itself only has a fairly small impact on the viability of a scheme and 
it is, as expected, the GDV of the scheme (the value levels) that moderates the 
effects of the proposed policy. 



   

 
3.7.3 It should be noted that the difference in residual land values between flats and 

houses are independent of building footprint and as such in reality there may be a 
a change in the difference in land value between a flatted and housing scheme 
with the same number of dwellings. Land take for flatted schemes will generally 
be significantly less than for housing schemes (probably around half, or less, 
owing to greatly increased density) and that needs to be considered in the 
context of sums which may be made available to land owners for sometimes 
relatively small land areas. This is discussed above.   

 
3.7.4 This, therefore, indicates that in the case of higher value band schemes, the 

scope for an increase in the affordable housing requirements is enhanced to the 
extent that values in these areas should be able to support the 25% level of 
affordable housing provision which the Council is considering seeking.  

 
3.7.5 In the lower value band schemes (but again note the variance of opinion on what 

are the lower value areas), the scope for an introduction of affordable housing 
provision is very significantly lessened by lower GDVs. In fact, based on our 
assumptions and results, development viability appears on the margins at best if 
the lower value band figures are used for sales values across a scheme. This 
statement is made in the case of a scheme providing no affordable housing, let 
alone one which is required to provide it. This is a consequence of the poor 
relationship between values at this point and development costs. Development 
costs will clearly be similar across the City, so it is enhanced values which are 
likely to create development activity and facilitate planning led affordable housing 
unless public subsidy is available. 

 
3.7.6 We have, however, discussed the level of new build activity and nature of that 

rapidly establishing market in the City; and it is through that same confidence, 
allied to the occurrence of higher values and improved viability results those 
bring, that we are able to be supportive of the 25% target proposed.   

 
3.7.7 As long as a negotiated approach is taken, there will be cases where the 

Council’s proposed approach should enable schemes to remain viable, subject to 
particular site constraints and other abnormal costs.  

 
3.7.8 This is in the context of seeking to increase affordable housing supply based on 

the rapidly changing Housing Need scenario currently being seen in the City. 
Previous statistical based work from surveys has shown there to be a physical 
surplus of affordable housing, albeit rapidly declining recently. However as  
discussed in the Affordable Housing Needs Issues Paper and Statement, and 
further examined by the Council, this masks a worrying picture of over reliance on 
poor quality private sector rented stock; rapidly increasing general houses prices; 
new build activity which is seeing a major step change in values in many 
instances - and thus rapidly declining ability of those in need to access decent 
quality accommodation. As is picked up in those related pieces of work, there 
needs to be much more diversity within the affordable housing stock – in terms of 
its location, type and tenure. The Council must act to address the current trends 
and prevent future mounting imbalance and exclusion. The Council recognises 
this.  
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3.7.9 Having said this, when looking at the new build market and visiting schemes, the 
values encountered were found to be more regularly at the middle or higher 
range points we have used. As stated previously we have deliberately been fairly 
cautious with our property value assumptions, particularly in respect of bottom 
end (‘lower value’ band) values. We felt it was important to review a range of 
potential scenarios, and important not to ignore how outcomes might look for the 
lower value new build scenarios. 

 
3.7.10 Connected to this point, we made an observation at 2.5.17 that we encountered 

some very low actual sales values during our desktop research, which may have 
been attributable to RSL shared ownership or other low cost purchase schemes. 
It may be that some of the development that has come forward in these lower 
value instances has been RSL led or for RSLs. We cannot be sure of this, but 
viability results at the lower value end of the spectrum are poor and indicate that 
if development is to take place at those value points (across a whole scheme) 
then some key cost factors must be viewed differently – be they build costs, profit 
scenarios or land values (sites changing hands very cheaply); or potentially some 
combination of these. There may be factors coming in to play such as RSLs not 
taking development profit out (which would significantly boost viability results); 
small contractor developer companies taking more of a flexible or even builder’s 
rather than developer’s profit level view; construction costs being pared down, 
etc. We encourage the Council to build on its knowledge of development activity 
and dynamics in the City, through engagement with developers, RSLs and 
others.   
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3.7.11 The conclusions reached from the analysis of the results are summarised in 
Section 4. This following section will aim to reinforce messages already set out, 
and bring in additional related issues which we have discussed with the Council. 



   

4. CONCLUSIONS AND OVERVIEW 
 

4.1.1 Stoke-on-Trent City Council’s brief set out to assess the deliverability of, 
and impact on development viability from, the introduction of planning led 
affordable housing policy proposals. The key impact to be studied was 
from a proposed requirement of 25% affordable housing provision; a 
potential change from the current position of not formally requesting any 
affordable housing through policy. We refer to the 25% as the proposed 
proportion. 

 
4.1.2 Through discussion with the Council, we established a position whereby 

we considered it unnecessary to examine in the same way alternative 
policy possibilities in terms of affordable housing proportions. From the 
outset a key feature of the discussions around the study was that the 
Council’s current practical, negotiated approach to this area would be 
continued and formalised through the LDF process.  

 
4.1.3 A lower proportion of affordable housing, particularly when expressed and 

operated as a target, would have been unlikely to produce significantly 
meaningful delivery improvement over the 15% which is currently 
successfully being negotiated and secured on a number of sites. It was 
felt that the policy proposal would need to raise the bar in terms of target 
requirements.  

 
4.1.4 Furthermore, in all of our development viability work we see the largest 

viability impact coming from the introduction of affordable housing policy 
for the first time. By this we mean in situations such as this one, or where 
a trigger threshold is lowered so that smaller sites are required to 
contribute to affordable housing for the first time. So in terms of accepting 
a viability impact owing to policy being introduced for the first time, there 
would have been little scope to reduce that impact whilst still seeking to 
optimise the delivery of affordable homes through this route. Our 
experience shows that looking at, say, 20% affordable housing for this 
first formal policy step would produce only marginally better viability 
results. 

 
4.1.5 These affordable housing proportions were being considered in the 

context of sites of 15 or more dwellings (or equivalent site area related 
criteria, to be established) coming forward, as per the current negotiation 
position being applied with some success for development control 
purposes.  
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4.1.6 A threshold of 15 is stated within PPS 3 at paragraph 29, still to be the 
‘national indicative minimum’. The PPS offers potential for flexibility, which 
we know is being exercised in many rural areas and also in higher value 
urban areas where sites coming forward are scarce and or are typically 
smaller. However, in Stoke-on-Trent sites of all types and sizes come 
forward, from a few to several hundred homes. Land is not scarce relative 
to in many other areas. All in all any approach to seek to reduce 
thresholds below 15 for this initial major policy step is thought to be going 
too far. The Council is advised to monitor the impact and delivery from the 



   

current proposals, should they be confirmed in due course, as a key part 
of reviewing any further policy development.  

 
4.1.7 Our headline finding is that a 25% policy target will in our view be 

sustainable and help to deliver an increased proportion of much needed 
and better dispersed good quality affordable housing compared with 
current levels. Where sites are not burdened with abnormal costs, large 
collective infrastructure demands or affected by very high value 
competing uses, generally the 25% should be deliverable in the middle 
and higher value band scenarios we identify. From our results however, 
and although the local market should be monitored and this type of work 
kept under review, at the current time it would not be possible to advocate 
a target of more than 25% affordable housing (without significant 
public/gap funding) in our view. In the future the Council might revisit this.  
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4.1.8   The Council’s adoption and use of a proposed affordable housing target 
 should be clear and robust, so that the expectation in this case would be 
 to secure 25% affordable housing, with movement away from that only in 
 the event of fully justified circumstances (whether relating to site 
 characteristics, infrastructure costs, land valuation issues or a 
 combination of such factors) forming part of the discussion and 
 negotiation between the Council Officers and Developers. 

 
4.1.9   The 25% proportion, or a significant proportion well above current levels, 
 should be deliverable in a good number of cases such as to underpin the 
 credibility of the policy target.  

 
4.1.10 The Council’s clear priority housing need is for affordable (social) rented 
 accommodation. Depending on location and site viability resulting from a 
 review of development and infrastructure costs, it is understood that the 
 Council will always initially seek to optimise the scope for affordable 
 rented housing wherever possible. The Council understands however that 
 this has to be balanced with deliverability and subsidy/funding availability 
 issues, as reflected in the Housing Corporation’s no grant starting point. 
 Therefore the Council’s position is likely to be to seek 50% affordable 
 rented housing, aimed to be a reasonable and generally achievable target 
 in our view. A flexible approach may be adopted to secure affordable 
 rented accommodation as a priority in lower numbers if that becomes 
 necessary and is appropriate on a particular site, in line with a “Cascade” 
 type approach as this report mentions. 
 
4.1.11 There may be a range of tenure models relevant to the overall ‘menu’ of 
 affordable housing provision, including some which may be capable of 
 boosting developer receipts and thus potentially playing a role in aiding 
 viability on some occasions.  

 
4.1.12 The results highlighted above and shown in Tables 1 to 4 and the 
 associated graphs within Appendix II indicate, as expected, that the 
 proposed introduction of affordable housing to be sought on qualifying 
 sites has an impact across the model scenarios that is directly correlated  
 to the gross development value (the sum of the individual property sales) 
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 for a site. In all cases, the proposed policy position has the effect of 
 reducing the residual land value, and sometimes very significantly. 

 
4.1.13 In terms of proposed policy it appears that the middle and higher value 
 band sites are likely to be able to sustain the proposed policy changes 
 being considered. These results can relate to any middle or higher value 
 location/scheme as mentioned previously. Although the approximate 
 residual land values are reduced, they still remain relatively significant in 
 terms of encouraging land supply. 

 
4.1.14 The lower value band schemes are likely to see the greatest impact from 
 the proposed policy position. These are the least capable of supporting 
 affordable housing, to the point that even before the introduction of 
 affordable housing many of those schemes are likely to be unviable 
 unless alternative views are taken on assumptions and significant cost 
 levels are squeezed out of schemes – build costs, profits and/or land 
 value. 

 
4.1.15 There may be alternative ways of considering and encouraging the 
 bringing forward of some lower value sites, for example where RSLs and/
 or contractor developers can review overall scheme costs including profit 
 elements through risk sharing and partnered ways of working. Such 
 initiatives may be able to compete with market led schemes in some 
 cases, and particularly where ‘gap funding’ may be available to boost 
 viability or improve affordable housing delivery.  There may be scope still 
 to generate income to the scheme through market sales. The scope for 
 such approaches should be borne in mind as a part of the Council’s and 
 its partners’ overall strategies. 

 
4.1.16 In our view the viability positions at the lower value points are likely to be 
 moderated by what seems to be a predominance of the middle and higher 
 value scenarios, which we have seen throughout the new build market.  

 
4.1.17 Furthermore, given the relative consistency of new build development 
 values across areas of the City where developments have taken place so 
 far, introducing separate policies for different areas is not deemed 
 necessary. We acknowledge that as development spreads to a wider 
 range of areas we may see more evidence of some of the overall market 
 value patterns re-emerging. Discussion of this is really conjecture, 
 however, and we do not see sufficient reason to depart from a simple 
 overall policy target approach which can be operated in a clear way as a 
 strengthened negotiating tool.  

 
4.1.18 However, this must be viewed alongside the fact that it will be important to 
 set out the policy proposals as a target or a baseline rather than a 
 minimum or rigid scenario. It needs to be remembered that values for 
 residential development must be sufficient relative to existing or 
 alternative use values (e.g. commercial) for residential schemes to be 
 pursued and promoted. 

 
4.1.19 While we have included some outline workings and commentary on wider 
 land value information, including for industrial use, circumstances are 
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 likely to vary from site to site and scheme to scheme. The overview taken 
 here and necessary in a policy testing context, is in no way a substitute 
 for considering site specifics, though it should inform that process and set 
 the scene for the clear target and negotiated approach. 

 
4.1.20 It has been useful to see the links between our findings and wider land 
 values information, where available, as a part of verifying what the results 
 are telling us. However, not too much weight should be attached to those 
 areas of the work. The values are very approximate and the comparisons 
 simple. Confident and fully meaningful comparison of land values is 
 always difficult as without full, reliable information on the site conditions, 
 development scope and planning requirements, etc, which might have 
 influenced attitudes to transactions it is not possible to say that data is 
 truly comparable. This is why we use notional schemes – to isolate the 
 likely effect of the affordable housing policy proposals.    

 
4.1.21 Some of the impact of the proposals in all instances, but especially the 

lower values ones, may be alleviated by careful negotiation and 
consideration corporately by the Council as to wider planning objectives. It 
is, therefore, important to ensure that flexibility in approach to policy is 
maintained through the Council’s proposed policies on affordable housing, 
but with clear policy on baseline levels to set the scene for discussions 
with developers and landowners. This will extend to consideration of 
tenure mix as well as overall numbers for example, with housing need 
priorities assessed by location and delivery judgements made in the 
context of available social housing grant funding (if additionality to the 
scheme is proved) or other subsidy. 

 
4.1.22 There may be instances where location, design, servicing cost, marketing 

or other practical issues will mean that a reduced proportion of less than 
25% affordable housing will need to be negotiated following open 
discussions with developers.  

 
4.1.23 Alternative approaches to affordable housing provision may also be 

required to ensure a satisfactory level of contribution to affordable housing 
need (e.g. off-site contributions where priority need would be better met 
elsewhere; where scheme design presents particular issues; where 
affordability criteria will not be met on site; where other priority schemes 
need funding support which might be transferred). This could all link in to 
the practical approach advocated. 

 
4.1.24 While the Council will need to place emphasis on the requirement to 

provide affordable housing on site wherever possible, as a part of its 
practical approach it will need to consider in which circumstances an 
alternative such as a financial contribution might be considered. This is 
likely to be a secondary aspect of policy/guidance and used as a fall back 
affordable housing solution. The thinking on SPD content in progress will 
pick up on this issue, and we will add further detail on this below. There 
may be an opportunity for the Council to some extent, and where 
circumstances warrant it, to direct subsidy to scenarios in greater need of 
support. An example might be schemes within the major intervention 
areas. 
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4.1.25 The points made above about the negotiated approach are also true in all 

cases where abnormal conditions or particular localised circumstances 
mean that viability of a site is further jeopardised by the impact of 
infrastructure demands. There can be a collective effect of such cost 
burdens, and this collective picture needs to be considered. As stated 
previously, in these cases it will be particularly important that an open 
book and negotiated approach with developers is undertaken if housing 
delivery is to be maintained. 

 
4.1.26 There will be cases where the development value/cost relationship will not 

be strong enough to support the required proportion of affordable housing 
and we are unable to state categorically that the proposed policy will be 
achievable across the board. There is no one “cut-off” point where sites 
become unviable; each needs to be considered given its specific 
characteristics. However, the results do indicate in favour of the proposed 
policy as a target across the City with successful delivery most likely to 
occur within the highest and medium value development instances we set 
out. These scenarios should cover a large proportion of development 
coming forward in the City.  

 
4.1.27 Only in what we describe as the lower value instances should there be 

consistent need for a significantly adapted approach. In our view, that 
need not deflect the Council away from aiming to secure 25% affordable 
housing on a City wide target basis.  

 
4.1.28 An increased degree of difficulty in achieving affordable housing targets 

may be experienced during the adjustment process where there will be 
problems whilst developers/landowners get accustomed to the new 
policies and expectations are re-modified. Linked to the points made at 
4.1.15 and 4.1.16, particular expectations for land value will have to be 
set aside in favour of a more open approach, reactive to what alternatives 
there are for sites, and what planning and development requirements 
those bring with them.  

 
4.1.29 Problems will come on those sites which have already changed hands or 

are committed through land deals where figures may simply not work 
when set against the proposed policy requirements. We have picked up 
many suggestions that sites are often ‘turned’ in the City – change hands 
several times before they are developed. The same issues can apply with 
old implementable planning permissions still to come through the 
development pipeline, where developers have an option to build out 
based on previous (nil) affordable housing requirements. This cannot be 
avoided, but might form part of the negotiation process where schemes 
are being reviewed.  

 
4.1.30 The modelling in this study has been carried out on the assumption that 

knowledge of policies exists and that the landowner/developer adjustment 
process is underway.  

 
4.1.31 In whatever form, it is important that the Council sets clear policy against 

which a negotiated approach based on site specifics could be adopted. 
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This approach has been advocated consistently by the Government 
through guidance such as circular 6/98 and PPG 3; now replaced by PPS 
3. The general approach has been confirmed, particularly through the 
companion guide to PPS 3 titled ‘Delivering Affordable Housing’. At its 
paragraph 10, for example, the guide says ‘Effective use of planning 
obligations requires good negotiation skills, ambitious but realistic 
affordable housing targets and thresholds given site viability, funding 
‘cascade’ agreements in case grant is not provided, and use of an 
agreement that secures standards’. Generally this is the sort of approach 
the Council are seeking to pursue thorough this and wider work. 

 
4.1.32 These clear policy targets and the assumptions that underpin them will 

need to be brought to life and explained by Supplementary Planning 
Documents (SPD). We have been working with the Council on some of 
the wider thinking that has driven assumptions for this work, but which 
might also lead to more detailed consideration of potential SPD content, 
following our recommendations. That next layer of work will help further 
with land value expectations and site delivery.  

 
4.1.33 The SPD will need to be capable of being updated readily.  

 
4.1.34 We touched upon some wider aspects of detail and will now come back to 
 the potential role of financial payments in lieu of on site provision of 
 affordable housing. 

 
4.1.35 Government policy explains through the new PPS 3 that the use of such 

financial contributions should be ‘robustly justified’ (at paragraph 29). 
They should not be regarded as a general solution; the first presumption 
will always be for on-site provision, on the basis that the site must be 
suitable for on-site affordable housing before a contribution can be 
sought. Thus it is not to gain contributions from sites which should not be 
contributing in any event but to bring about a more satisfactory solution for 
affordable housing where the Local Authority and Developer agree that 
will not be best met on site. The obligation should be ‘of broadly 
equivalent value’ to on site provision and contribute to the creation of 
mixed communities locally. 

 
4.1.36 In our professional work, we have encountered a wide range of 

mechanisms for calculating commuted sums. Some have related to the 
former Housing Corporation TCI levels or the difference between market 
values and those; some equated to land values  or related to build costs 
(which makes sense when allied with a nil cost land approach for 
example); while others relate to payment tables or former grant rate 
assumptions.  

 
4.1.37 Detail on this is beyond the scope of this study. However, for consistency, 

and again, so as to make links between various aspects of the Council’s 
thinking on this, it is logical to make a basic recommendation on it in the 
context of Stoke-on-Trent. This follows. 

 
4.1.38 Given the suggested payment table type approach to reimbursing 

developers for completed affordable homes on the basis of regularly 



   

reviewed, clear guideline figures (as per 2.7.1 above), then in our view an 
equitable calculation would be to deduct those figures from the agreed 
(projected) market values of the relevant homes. The difference would 
equal the financial sum to be paid. This is because in essence by not 
providing the affordable homes on site (and, therefore, being able to sell 
those units on the market instead), the developer’s figures are boosted by 
the difference between those two values.   

 
 
 

End of Main Report 
Appendices follow 
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Study Closed December 2006 
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Development Scenario 
/ Threshold Unit Mix Band

1-Bed Flats 2-Bed Flats 2-Bed Houses 3-Bed Houses 4-Bed Houses Total 0% 25%
Lower
Middle
Upper

Lower
Middle
Upper

Lower
Middle
Upper

Lower
Middle
Upper

Lower
Middle
Upper

Lower

Middle
Upper

Lower
Middle
Upper

Lower

Middle

Upper

Lower
Middle

Upper

Nb: All Above Appraisals Repeated for 20% Developers Profit

15

0

0

0

0

0

10

8 16 25 36

6 12 16 26

10

15 35 0 0

10

0

4 8 8 14 6

4 6 5

0 0 0 15

25

13

18

6

10

6

6

4

5 10 0 0 0

5 10 0

0

0

15

25

0

100

25

25

40

50

7070 Units - Mixed & 
Flats

6 x 1-bed flats; 12 x 2-bed flats; 
16 x 2-bed houses; 26 x 3-bed 
houses & 10 x 4-bed houses

100 Units - Mixed
8 x 1-bed flats; 16 x 2-bed flats; 
25 x 2-bed houses; 36 x 3-bed 
houses & 15 x 4-bed houses

25 Units - Houses 15 x 3-bed; 10 x 4-bed houses

25 Units - Mixed
4 x 1-bed flats; 6 x 2-bed flats; 5 
x 2-bed houses & 10 x 3-bed 
houses

40 Units - Mixed
4 x 1-bed flats; 8 x 2-bed flats; 8 
x 2-bed houses; 14 x 3-bed 
houses & 6 x 4-bed houses

50 Units - Flats 15 x 1-bed; 35 x 2-bed flats

Total Affordable 
at each %Number

15 0 4

0 0

10 15 0 0

0

025 Units - Flats 10 x 1-bed; 15 x 2-bed flats

15 Units - Flats

15 Units - Houses 5 x 1-bed; 10 x 2-bed houses

5 x 1-bed; 10 x 2-bed flats

Appendix I:  Development Scenarios Required for Stoke-On-Trent City Council Viability Study
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Development Scenario 
/ Threshold Unit Mix

1-Bed 
Flats

2-Bed 
Flats

2-Bed 
Houses

3-Bed 
Houses

4-Bed 
Houses

1-Bed 
Flats

2-Bed 
Flats

2-Bed 
Houses

3-Bed 
Houses

4-Bed 
Houses

15 Units - Flats 5 x 1-bed; 10 x 2-bed flats 0% 25% 5 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

15 Units - Houses 5 x 1-bed; 10 x 2-bed houses 0% 25% 5 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

25 Units - Flats 10 x 1-bed; 15 x 2-bed flats 0% 25% 10 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

25 Units - Houses 15 x 3-bed; 10 x 4-bed houses 0% 25% 0 0 0 15 10 0 0 0 0 0

25 Units - Mixed
4 x 1-bed flats; 6 x 2-bed flats; 5 
x 2-bed houses & 10 x 3-bed 
houses

0% 25% 4 6 5 10 0 0 0 0 0 0

40 Units - Mixed
4 x 1-bed flats; 8 x 2-bed flats; 8 
x 2-bed houses; 14 x 3-bed 
houses & 6 x 4-bed houses

0% 25% 4 8 8 14 6 0 0 0 0 0

50 Units - Flats 15 x 1-bed; 35 x 2-bed flats 0% 25% 15 35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

70 Units - Mixed
6 x 1-bed flats; 12 x 2-bed flats; 
16 x 2-bed houses; 26 x 3-bed 
houses & 10 x 4-bed houses

0% 25% 6 12 16 26 10 0 0 0 0 0

100 Units - Mixed
8 x 1-bed flats; 16 x 2-bed flats; 
25 x 2-bed houses; 36 x 3-bed 
houses & 15 x 4-bed houses

0% 25% 8 16 25 36 15 0 0 0 0 0

Nb: All Above Appraisals Repeated for 20% Developers Profit

0% Affordable% Affordable Private

Appendix I: Development Scenarios 0% Affordable (applies to Lower, Medium and Upper Value Bands)
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Development Scenario 
/ Threshold Unit Mix

1-Bed 
Flats

2-Bed 
Flats

2-Bed 
Houses

3-Bed 
Houses

4-Bed 
Houses

1-Bed 
Flats

2-Bed 
Flats

2-Bed 
Houses

3-Bed 
Houses

4-Bed 
Houses

15 Units - Flats 5 x 1-bed; 10 x 2-bed flats 0% 25% 4 7 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 0

15 Units - Houses 5 x 1-bed; 10 x 2-bed houses 0% 25% 4 7 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 0

25 Units - Flats 10 x 1-bed; 15 x 2-bed flats 0% 25% 8 11 0 0 0 2 4 0 0 0

25 Units - Houses 15 x 3-bed; 10 x 4-bed houses 0% 25% 0 0 0 11 8 0 0 0 4 2

25 Units - Mixed
4 x 1-bed flats; 6 x 2-bed flats; 5 
x 2-bed houses & 10 x 3-bed 
houses

0% 25% 3 4 4 8 0 1 2 1 2 0

40 Units - Mixed
4 x 1-bed flats; 8 x 2-bed flats; 8 
x 2-bed houses; 14 x 3-bed 
houses & 6 x 4-bed houses

0% 25% 3 6 6 10 5 1 2 2 4 1

50 Units - Flats 15 x 1-bed; 35 x 2-bed flats 0% 25% 11 26 0 0 0 4 9 0 0 0

70 Units - Mixed
6 x 1-bed flats; 12 x 2-bed flats; 
16 x 2-bed houses; 26 x 3-bed 
houses & 10 x 4-bed houses

0% 25% 4 9 12 19 8 2 3 4 7 2

100 Units - Mixed
8 x 1-bed flats; 16 x 2-bed flats; 
25 x 2-bed houses; 36 x 3-bed 
houses & 15 x 4-bed houses

0% 25% 6 12 19 27 11 2 4 6 9 4

Nb: All Above Appraisals Repeated for 20% Developers Profit

0% Affordable% Affordable Private

Appendix I: Development Scenarios 25% Affordable (applies to Lower, Medium and Upper Value Bands)
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Development Scenario / 
Threshold Value Band

Residual Land 
Value - 0% 
Affordable

Approximate 
Value per Plot - 
0% Affordable

Residual Land 
Value - 25% 
Affordable

Approximate Value 
per Plot - 25% 

Affordable
Lower -£181,264 -£12,084 -£236,877 -£15,792
Middle £147,091 £9,806 £3,713 £248
Upper £464,066 £30,938 £241,860 £16,124
Lower -£164,601 -£10,973 -£219,852 -£14,657
Middle £292,026 £19,468 £116,573 £7,772
Upper £736,047 £49,070 £441,692 £29,446
Lower -£294,822 -£11,793 -£378,313 -£15,133
Middle £245,962 £9,838 £33,018 £1,321
Upper £760,045 £30,402 £431,019 £17,241
Lower £71,882 £2,875 -£80,591 -£3,224
Middle £832,686 £33,307 £500,049 £20,002
Upper £1,596,365 £63,855 £1,077,465 £43,099
Lower -£286,529 -£11,461 -£369,947 -£14,798
Middle £384,543 £15,382 £152,379 £6,095
Upper £1,036,225 £41,449 £650,672 £26,027
Lower -£242,169 -£6,054 -£416,337 -£10,408
Middle £825,492 £20,637 £394,136 £9,853
Upper £1,883,467 £47,087 £1,179,828 £29,496
Lower -£626,497 -£12,530 -£807,348 -£16,147
Middle £465,057 £9,301 £11,434 £229
Upper £1,521,963 £30,439 £797,008 £15,940
Lower -£420,110 -£6,002 -£742,935 -£10,613
Middle £1,466,777 £20,954 £676,306 £9,662
Upper £3,336,859 £47,669 £2,065,829 £29,512
Lower -£578,754 -£5,788 -£1,067,852 -£10,679
Middle £2,107,960 £21,080 £971,604 £9,716
Upper £4,771,523 £47,715 £2,968,345 £29,683

15 Unit Flatted Scheme 

15 Unit Housing Scheme

25 Unit Flatted Scheme

100 Unit Mixed Scheme

70 Unit Mixed Scheme

25 Unit Housing Scheme

25 Unit Mixed Scheme

40 Unit Mixed Scheme

50 Unit Flatted Scheme

Table 1: Summary of Land Residual  Value Appraisals for All 
Bands - 15% Developer Profit
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Graph 1: Summary of Land Residual Values at 0% and 25% Affordable Housing Across All Value 
Bands - 15% Developer Profit
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Value Band Number of 
Units Scenario GDV Development Cost Developer Profit 

(@15%)
Finance & Land 

Costs Residual Land Price % Land Residual (of 
GDV)

% Reduction in Land 
Residual From 25% 
Affordable Housing

0% Affordable Housing £1,150,000 £1,048,050 £172,500 £76,652 -£181,264 -15.8% N/A

25% Affordable Housing £1,074,000 £1,043,400 £161,100 £72,466 -£236,877 -22.1% 30.7%

0% Affordable Housing £1,450,000 £1,277,670 £217,500 £77,906 -£164,601 -11.4% N/A

25% Affordable Housing £1,373,000 £1,271,820 £205,950 £73,748 -£219,852 -16.0% 33.6%

0% Affordable Housing £1,900,000 £1,718,500 £1,718,500 £135,470 -£294,822 -15.5% N/A

25% Affordable Housing £1,786,000 £1,711,600 £267,900 £129,186 -£378,313 -21.2% 28.3%

0% Affordable Housing £3,100,000 £2,324,500 £465,000 £163,072 £71,882 2.3% N/A

25% Affordable Housing £2,894,000 £2,313,700 £434,100 £151,595 -£80,591 -2.8% 212.1%

0% Affordable Housing £2,210,000 £1,965,070 £331,500 £136,095 -£286,529 -13.0% N/A

25% Affordable Housing £2,095,000 £1,957,270 £314,250 £129,816 -£369,947 -17.7% 29.1%

0% Affordable Housing £4,000,000 £3,302,944 £600,000 £231,880 -£242,169 -6.1% N/A

25% Affordable Housing £3,762,000 £3,288,394 £564,300 £218,770 -£416,337 -11.1% 71.9%

0% Affordable Housing £3,850,000 £3,521,750 £577,500 £262,791 -£626,497 -16.3% N/A

25% Affordable Housing £3,603,000 £3,506,750 £540,450 £249,178 -£807,348 -22.4% 28.9%

0% Affordable Housing £7,020,000 £5,800,276 £1,053,000 £398,325 -£420,110 -6.0% N/A

25% Affordable Housing £6,582,000 £5,775,892 £987,300 £374,026 -£742,935 -11.3% 76.8%

0% Affordable Housing £10,090,000 £8,318,518 £1,513,500 £566,384 -£578,754 -5.7% N/A

25% Affordable Housing £9,425,000 £8,280,418 £1,413,750 £529,570 -£1,067,852 -11.3% 84.5%

Lo
w

er

15 Unit 
Scheme - 

Flats

15 Unit 
Scheme - 
Housing

100 Unit 
Scheme - 

Mixed

25 Unit 
Scheme - 

Flats

25 Unit 
Scheme - 
Housing

70 Unit 
scheme - 

Mixed

25 Unit 
Scheme - 

Mixed

40 Unit 
Scheme - 

Mixed

50 Unit 
Scheme - 

Flats

Table 2: Summary Table Showing Reduction in Land Residual Based  (Transfer of Affordable Units based on Stoke City Council Payment Tables) - 
Lower Band - 15% Developer Profit
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Graph 2 - Residual Land Value (£) - Lower Band - 15% Developer Profit
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Graph 3 - Residual Land Value (% of GDV) - Lower Band - 15% Developer Profit
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Graph 4 - Reduction in Residual Land Value as a Percentage of GDV from 0% to 25% Affordable 
Housing - Lower Band - 15% Developer Profit
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Value Band Number of 
Units Scenario GDV Development Cost Developer Profit 

(@15%)
Finance & Land 

Costs Residual Land Price % Land Residual (of 
GDV)

% Reduction in Land 
Residual From 25% 
Affordable Housing

0% Affordable Housing £1,575,000 £1,054,425 £236,250 £102,965 £147,091 9.3% N/A

25% Affordable Housing £1,384,000 £1,048,050 £207,600 £90,575 £3,713 0.3% 97.5%

0% Affordable Housing £2,050,000 £1,286,670 £307,500 £121,988 £292,026 14.2% N/A

25% Affordable Housing £1,808,000 £1,278,345 £271,200 £100,336 £116,573 6.4% 60.1%

0% Affordable Housing £2,600,000 £1,729,000 £390,000 £178,846 £245,962 9.5% N/A

25% Affordable Housing £2,316,000 £1,719,550 £347,400 £160,147 £33,018 1.4% 86.6%

0% Affordable Housing £4,125,000 £2,339,875 £618,750 £257,643 £832,686 20.2% N/A

25% Affordable Housing £3,669,000 £2,325,325 £550,350 £217,703 £500,049 13.6% 39.9%

0% Affordable Housing £3,090,000 £1,978,270 £463,500 £199,394 £384,543 12.4% N/A

25% Affordable Housing £2,770,000 £1,967,395 £415,500 £170,786 £152,379 5.5% 60.4%

0% Affordable Housing £5,420,000 £3,324,244 £813,000 £349,226 £825,492 15.2% N/A

25% Affordable Housing £4,822,000 £3,304,294 £723,300 £292,881 £394,136 8.2% 52.3%

0% Affordable Housing £5,275,000 £3,543,125 £791,250 £360,416 £465,057 8.8% N/A

25% Affordable Housing £4,658,000 £3,522,575 £698,700 £310,807 £11,434 0.2% 97.5%

0% Affordable Housing £9,530,000 £5,837,926 £1,429,500 £606,065 £1,466,777 15.4% N/A

25% Affordable Housing £8,447,000 £5,803,867 £1,267,050 £511,151 £676,306 8.0% 53.9%

0% Affordable Housing £13,665,000 £8,372,143 £2,049,750 £863,053 £2,107,960 15.4% N/A

25% Affordable Housing £12,105,000 £8,320,618 £1,815,750 £726,608 £971,604 8.0% 53.9%

15 Unit 
Scheme - 

Flats

15 Unit 
Scheme - 
Housing

100 Unit 
Scheme - 

Mixed

25 Unit 
Scheme - 

Flats

25 Unit 
Scheme - 
Housing

70 Unit 
scheme - 

Mixed

25 Unit 
Scheme - 

Mixed

40 Unit 
Scheme - 

Mixed

50 Unit 
Scheme - 

Flats

M
id

dl
e

Table 3: Summary Table Showing Reduction in Land Residual Based  (Transfer of Affordable Units based on Stoke City Council Payment Tables) - 
Middle Band - 15% Developer Profit
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Graph 5 - Residual Land Value (£) - Middle Band - 15% Developer Profit
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Graph 6 - Residual Land Value (% of GDV) - Middle Band - 15% Developer Profit
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Graph 7 - Reduction in Residual Land Value as a Percentage of GDV from 0% to 25% Affordable 
Housing - Middle Band - 15% Developer Profit
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Value Band Number of 
Units Scenario GDV Development Cost Developer Profit 

(@15%)
Finance & Land 

Costs Residual Land Price % Land Residual (of 
GDV)

% Reduction in Land 
Residual From 25% 
Affordable Housing

0% Affordable Housing £2,000,000 £1,060,800 £300,000 £140,658 £464,066 23.2% N/A

25% Affordable Housing £1,694,000 £1,052,700 £254,100 £111,127 £241,860 14.3% 47.9%

0% Affordable Housing £2,650,000 £1,295,670 £397,500 £178,674 £736,047 27.8% N/A

25% Affordable Housing £2,243,000 £1,284,870 £336,450 £138,230 £441,692 19.7% 40.0%

0% Affordable Housing £3,300,000 £1,739,500 £495,000 £248,921 £760,045 23.0% N/A

25% Affordable Housing £2,846,000 £1,727,500 £426,900 £204,437 £431,019 15.1% 43.3%

0% Affordable Housing £5,150,000 £2,355,250 £772,500 £349,340 £1,596,365 31.0% N/A

25% Affordable Housing £4,444,000 £2,336,950 £666,600 £287,034 £1,077,465 24.2% 32.5%

0% Affordable Housing £3,970,000 £1,991,470 £595,500 £282,083 £1,036,225 26.1% N/A

25% Affordable Housing £3,445,000 £1,977,520 £516,750 £235,789 £650,672 18.9% 37.2%

0% Affordable Housing £6,840,000 £3,345,544 £1,026,000 £476,259 £1,883,467 27.5% N/A

25% Affordable Housing £5,882,000 £3,320,194 £882,300 £391,771 £1,179,828 20.1% 37.4%

0% Affordable Housing £6,700,000 £3,564,500 £1,005,000 £492,691 £1,521,963 22.7% N/A

25% Affordable Housing £5,713,000 £3,538,400 £856,950 £405,644 £797,008 14.0% 47.6%

0% Affordable Housing £12,040,000 £5,875,576 £1,806,000 £830,609 £3,336,859 27.7% N/A

25% Affordable Housing £10,312,000 £5,831,842 £1,546,800 £677,994 £2,065,829 20.0% 38.1%

0% Affordable Housing £17,240,000 £8,425,768 £2,586,000 £1,182,871 £4,771,523 27.7% N/A

25% Affordable Housing £14,785,000 £8,360,818 £2,217,750 £966,360 £2,968,345 20.1% 37.8%

H
ig

he
r

15 Unit 
Scheme - 

Flats

15 Unit 
Scheme - 
Housing

100 Unit 
Scheme - 

Mixed

25 Unit 
Scheme - 

Flats

25 Unit 
Scheme - 
Housing

70 Unit 
scheme - 

Mixed

25 Unit 
Scheme - 

Mixed

40 Unit 
Scheme - 

Mixed

50 Unit 
Scheme - 

Flats

Table 4: Summary Table Showing Reduction in Land Residual Based  (Transfer of Affordable Units based on Stoke City Council Payment Tables) - 
Higher Band - 15% Developer Profit
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Graph 8 - Residual Land Value (£) - Higher Band - 15% Developer Profit
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Graph 9 - Residual Land Value (% of GDV) - Higher Band - 15% Developer Profit
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Graph 10 - Reduction in Residual Land Value as a Percentage of GDV from 0% to 25% Affordable 
Housing - Higher Band - 15% Developer Profit
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Appendix III 
 

 
Property Market Research Report  
Background to Stoke-on-Trent Viability Study 

 
 
Introduction and Overview 
 
The property values research carried out by Adams Integra to inform the development viability 
study involved investigating: 
 

1. Land Registry average values across the conurbation – desktop. 
 
2. General resale marketing and sold subject to contract prices – mainly from web 

based research – desktop. 
 

3. Review of recently sold new build developments (aiming to see to what extent 
prices differed from general resale price levels) – desktop. 

  
4. On the ground research – visiting new build schemes underway/selling at the 

time of this research (starting December 2005 > early part of 2006); and seeking 
views from Estate Agents and sales staff. 

 
Typically in our development viability work we find the on the ground research to be the most 
valuable part of the exercise. This is because it is the new build housing schemes that will be 
the supply source of the planning led affordable housing to be sought. Additionally and very 
valuably, this exercise enables us to see the types of schemes coming forward, hear how 
they are selling and, crucially, familiarise ourselves further with the area. 
 
On the ground work was predominantly carried out in December 2005, continuing in to the 
early part of 2006. Adams Integra commenced a field search of new build residential 
developments within the Stoke-on-Trent conurbation with the aim of determining approximate 
new build property values within the City. This was guided by the Council’s forward planning 
team’s development pipeline and monitoring information on sites progress. 
 
The information collected is reported after we set out background data from the Land 
Registry, the results of a desktop study of new build property and of general re-sale property 
prices within the City – all as above. Those other sources complemented our understanding 
of the local market. This report Appendix aims to draw together the information obtained and, 
in its summary, set out the value levels which we have taken from this exercise to drive our 
development viability appraisals.  
 
The general re-sale market information and Land Registry data helps us to understand value 
patterns within the City, i.e. which are generally the less and more expensive areas currently. 
 
The main report commentary picks up on the pitfalls of relying on the Land Registry data in 
terms of this viability overview work. A picture is built up which clearly shows new build 
property to be selling at significantly higher prices than the vast majority of older stock – to the 
point that we have described there being a dual market and commented on this in the study. 
The views sought from a range of Estate Agents as well as the information gained on new 
build price levels supported this. While it is not correct to make this comment at the level of 
comparison between individual properties (there will be examples which do not fit it) the 
difference between prices for re-sale property and new build property in general might be 
described as consistently significant.   
 
We found part 3 of the exercise to be problematic, owing to difficulties in tracking down what 
we felt to be reliable information. It was invariably difficult to feel confident that we were 
seeing information relating to specific property addresses and types that we knew enough 
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about to make meaningful use of it on any substantial scale. We therefore attached reduced 
importance to that particular part of the exercise and concentrated on 1 and 2 above for 
background; and 4 for homing in on the new build value levels, the crux of the exercise.  
 
We have used the data collected here not in a statistical way, but to inform judgements based 
on the typical range of new build property values seen in the City. 
 
This is of course a snapshot, and such information will need to be reviewed and updated. 
 
 
Desktop Values Research 
 
1. Data from the Land Registry 
 
Before carrying out the field research, a comparison was made using Land Registry figures 
for the areas within Stoke to determine the likely hierarchy of values. This comparison was 
based on July-September 2005 (Q3 2005) figures for sales completions of all property types 
(not just new build), shown below as ‘Average Overall’. The figures are also averaged by 
property type, shown by ‘Flats’, ‘Terraced’, ‘Semi-Detached’ and ‘Detached’ in the table.  
Where there is no figure in a table cell, the Land Registry showed insufficient sales data for 
this property type. The geographical areas listed are the 10 areas formed each of 2 political 
Wards, and are as the Council uses at the time of writing for administering many local 
services. The other geographies which we have seen commonly referred to are the 49 
Neighbourhoods, stemming from the Neighbourhood typology work previously carried out. We 
agreed with the Council to base our suite of work on these 10 Ward based areas, and in other 
aspects of our wider work we have commented on how these various geographies relate. 
 
Area Average 

Flat 
Price 

Average 
Terraced 

Price 

Average 
Semi 

Detached 
Price 

Average 
Detached 

Price 

Average 
Overall 

Land 
Reg 
Rank

 
Blurton & Trentham 
and Hanford 

 £66,052 £110,254 £207,318 £124,416 1 

Longton North & 
Longton South 

 £67,469 £101,185 £165,990 £111,333 2 

Meir Park and 
Sandon & Weston 
Coyney and Meir 
North 

 £69,843 £101,266 £175,340 £108,320 3 

Chell and Packmoor 
& Norton and 
Bradeley 

 £86,996 £102,943 £151,025 £108,213 4 

Abbey Green & East 
Valley 

 £78,389 £98,830 £173,113 £95,850 5 

Fenton & Stoke and 
Trent Vale 

£77,737 £78,355 £92,787 £187,777 
 

£86,938 
 

6 

Tunstall & Burslem 
North 

 £54,616 £93,253 £143,436 £79,866 7 

Hanley West and 
Shelton & Hartshill 
and Penkhull 

£101,826 £74,511 £101,188 £161,400 £79,316 8 

Bentilee and 
Townsend & Berryhill 
and Hanley East 

 £66,833 £89,094 £139,500 £76,384 9 

Burslem South & 
Northwood and 
Birches Head 

£72,833 £61,048 £84,529 £116,707 £70,736 10 

 
Table 1 – Land Registry Q3 2005 data: ranked average property prices in Stoke, data sourced by 
reference to the 10 subject Ward based areas. 
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The purpose of looking at average property prices in this way was to get a feel for the range 
and pattern of values within the market as a whole, across the conurbation.  So it is possible 
to see areas where similar average property prices exist.   
 
Since there is not a complete data set for prices for flats across all of the areas, in Table 1 
above we have included price levels for all house types to see how the various ward based 
areas rank. 
 
2. Data from review of current asking prices, and properties sold subject to contract 
 
The following table details data relating to general re-sale property in the Stoke conurbation, 
as advertised at the time of this research. The source was the Rightmove website.  Again, 
where there is no figure shown in the table below, there was insufficient data to calculate an 
average for this property type. 
 

Land 
Reg. 
Rank 

Area 1 bed 
flat 

2 bed 
flat 

3 bed 
flat 

1 bed 
house/b

ung 

2 bed 
house 

3 bed 
house 

4 bed 
house 

1 
Blurton & Trentham 
and Hanford 

£49,950    £94,008 £136,520 £212,854 

2 
Longton North & 
Longton South 

£67,500 £85,000  £87,450 £91,710 £110,436  

3 

Meir Park and 
Sandon & Weston 
and Meir North 

   £169,950 £131,983 £166,483 £277,000 

4 

Chell and 
Packmoor & Norton 
and Bradeley 

  £139,950 £96,500 £84,769 £129,103 £187,969 

5 
Abbey Green & 
East Valley 

 £64,950   £82,741 £107,664  

6 
Fenton & Stoke 
and Trent Vale 

£61,225 £82,250  £104,950 £91,133 £117,333 £124,463 

7 
Tunstall & Burslem 
North 

    £64,205 £98,083 £158,725 

8 

Hanley West and 
Shelton & Hartshill 
and Penkhull 

 £97,950  £76,950 £72,676 £123,627 £174,967 

9 

Bentilee and 
Townsend & 
Berryhill and 
Hanley East 

 £73,950   £73,904 £92,087 £449,950 

10 

Burslem South & 
Northwood and 
Birches Head 

    £68,087 £101,213  

 
Table 2 – Stoke-on-Trent re-sale property prices, ordered by Land Registry rankings from Table 1 
 
Discussion of re-sale values available in each area 
 
The settlements included in the Ward based areas below are deemed to fall, in the majority, within 
the respective listed area1.   
 
The general trend for data obtained within each area was that there was less data (decreasing 
numbers of sales) as the dwelling size increased. So in final comparison we only take into account 
averages for 2 and 3 bed houses, as sales of those provided the largest amount of data.   
 

                                                 
1 The only exception to this is Fen Park, which, on checking with the Council and for the purposes of this study, is 
split between Longton North & Longton South and Fenton & Stoke and Trent Vale  
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Blurton & Trentham and Hanford   
Most of the data available for this area across all unit sizes is from Blurton and Hanford.  
There is a small amount of data for Newstead and Trentham, but nothing for Hollybush.  The 
average price for a 4 bed house is £212,854.  The range of prices for 2 bed houses is from 
£40,000 to £172,000, throughout which property in Hanford appears consistently from one 
end of the spectrum to the other.  The range of prices for 3 bed houses is £68,000 to 
£375,000, however, the second most expensive 3 bed house is £295,000, therefore, the 
uppermost figure in the range should be regarded with caution.  In this category property in 
Blurton is represented throughout the range of prices.  Property prices in Newstead are for 
smaller unit sizes and appear towards the lower end of the range, whereas data available in 
Trentham is for larger properties that tend to appear at the higher end of the price range.  

 
Longton North & Longton South    
In this area, data was readily available in Longton, Fen Park and Meir Hay.  Sandford Hill, 
Dresden, Florence and Normacot also all fall within this area, however, no data was available 
for them. There is a small amount of data for flats in Longton: 2 beds between £65,000 and 
£70,000.  The price for a 2 bed house ranged from £59,950 to £149,950 and a 3 bed house 
from £76,000 to £145,000.  Although both the highest and lowest value properties across the 
unit types are in Longton, and properties in both Longton and Meir Hay were represented 
across the range of values, average property prices placed Longton at the lower end of the 
price spectrum and Meir Hay at the higher end.  Prices in Fen Park gravitated toward the 
higher end of the range, with some exceptions.  

 
Meir Park and Sandon & Weston and Meir North  
The limited data available for this area was for property that lies towards the edges of the 
ward; in Lightwood, Goms Mill and Heron Cross.  There was no data available for property in 
Weston Coyney or in Meir itself.  Even though data was only available from a small number of 
locales, there was a large range in both 2 and 3 bed house prices.  Across all unit sizes, 
property in Lightwood was of the highest value.  There was no data for flats, 2 bed houses 
ranged from £70,000 to £196,950, 3 bed houses ranged from £94,500 to £305,000. 

 
Chell and Packmoor & Norton and Bradeley 
Many small settlements together constitute this area and there was a fairly even distribution of 
data available.  Packmoor and Chell Heath provided slightly more and Turnhurst, Great Chell, 
Fegg Hayes, Norton-in-the-Moors, Norton Green and Oxford all provided relatively similar 
amounts of data.  There was no data available for Brindley Ford and Bradeley.  The average 
price for a 4 bed house is £187,969 and most of the data in this section is from Packmoor.  
Indeed there is more data for 4 bed properties in Packmoor than any other unit type.  There is 
a significantly large range of data for 2 and 3 bed houses.  2 bed houses range from £49,950 
to £169,950 and 3 bed houses from £65,000 to £245,000.  The disparity in values will be 
discussed further at a later stage.  Across all unit types data from Norton Green gravitates 
toward the higher end of the range, Chell Heath property can be found from the middle toward 
the lower end and Fegg Hayes and Great Chell toward the lower end. 

 
Abbey Green & East Valley    
Smallthorne, Sneyd Green, Abbey Hulton and Milton all contributed data to this area.  There 
was only sufficient data for comparison in the 2 and 3 bed house categories.  The range of 2 
bed prices is from £52,950 to £135,000, and the range of 3 bed house prices is from £50,000 
to £189,950.  The higher end of the market is dominated by property in Milton, the lower end 
by Abbey Hulton.  Smallthorne and Sneyd Green cover the range, tending to slightly below 
average.  

 
Fenton & Stoke and Trent Vale 
Fenton, Trent Vale, Boothen, Oakhill, Fen Park and Springfields all presented data in 
this area, with the majority being provided in Fenton and Trent Vale.  There was 
sufficient data to create an average 2 bed flat price at £82,250 and an average 4 bed 
house price at £124,463, however most of this data was available from Trent Vale.  The 
range of values for a 2 bed house was from £54,000 to £129,950.  For a 3 bed house 
the range was from £289,950 to £64,950, however, the second most expensive 3 bed 
house was £175,000, therefore when considering the range, it would be wise to take 
into account the fact that £289,950 is a slightly anomalous figure.  Property prices from 
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each settlement within the area were more evenly distributed throughout the range than 
in other areas, although property in Trent Vale did gravitate toward the higher end of the 
range, and property in Fenton toward the lower end of the range, however this was not 
without exception. 
 
 Tunstall & Burslem North 
The majority of data available in this ward was in Burslem and Tunstall, with a few 
additional prices listed in Goldenhill and Sandyford.  There was no data available for 
Stanfield, nor were there any listed flats within this area.  The average price for a 4 bed 
house was £158,725, and the data available was predominantly from Tunstall.  Prices 
covered a significant range; a 2 bed house ranged from £40,000 to £91,950 and a 3 
bed house ranged from £64,950 to £150,000.  2 bed properties in Burslem were on 
average, of higher value than in Tunstall and 3 bed properties ranged in price 
throughout the Tunstall, Goldenhill and Sandyford areas.  There was little data for 3 bed 
houses and no data for 4 bed houses in Burslem.  Property in Goldenhill and Sandyford 
spanned the range with no noticeable bias in unit size and price. 
    
Hanley West and Shelton & Hartshill and Penkhull     
Data was available for property in Hanley, Etruria, Shelton, Hartshill, Penkhull, and 
Basford but not in Cliff Vale.  The data was concentrated upon prices for 2 and 3 bed 
houses with few values returned for flats and 5 bed houses, yet insufficient for 
comparison.  The average price for a 4 bed house was £174,967.  Prices were 
distributed over a significantly large range: a 2 bed house ranged from £35,000 to 
£121,950 and from £54,950 to £244,950 for a 3 bed house.  The trend seen amongst 
these property prices, across the unit sizes is that property prices in Hanley, Etruria and 
Shelton appear at the lower end of the range, and properties in Hartshill, Penkhull and 
Basford appear, with the exception of only one property, at the higher end of the range.  
This will be discussed further later in the report.  
 
Bentilee and Townsend & Berryhill and Hanley East  
There was a good deal of data available for 2 and 3 bed properties in Hanley, Bentilee 
and Bucknall. Townsend contributed data for few properties and there was nothing 
available for property in Berryhill.  There were a couple of examples of 4 bed property in 
Bucknall at the higher end of the market, with asking prices between £400,000 and 
£500,000.  The range of 2 bed properties is from £35,000 to £189,950, however, all but 
the most expensive of properties in this category is under £100,000.  The range of 
prices for 3 bed houses is £35,000 to £325,000, however the majority here also are 
under £100,000.  Property prices in Bentilee and Hanley are distributed fairly evenly 
throughout the price spectrum, apart from in the highest echelon of the 3 bed house 
prices, which, at over £100,000 only represents property in Bucknall. 
 
Burslem South & Northwood and Birches Head      
Burslem, Northwood and Birches Head provided data for this area.  There was no data 
available for Middleport, Longport and Cobridge.  In this area, there was only data 
available for 2 and 3 bed houses, with significantly more data for 2 bed houses.  The 
prices ranged from £39,950 to £95,950 for a 2 bed house, with the majority falling 
between £60,000 and £70,000.  The prices for 3 bed houses ranged from £69,950 to 
£149,950.  Each settlement provided data across the range of prices for 2 bed houses. 
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Referring to the comment made at the foot of page 3 above, when ranked by the average re-sale 
value of 2 bed and 3 bed houses, the following rankings by area occur: 
 
             2 BEDS         3 BEDS 
 

Area Value Rank Area Value Rank 
Meir Park 
and Sandon 
& Weston 
Coyney and 
Meir North 

£131,983 1 Meir Park 
and Sandon 
& Weston 
Coyney and 
Meir North 

£166,483 1 

Blurton & 
Trentham 
and Hanford 

£94,008 2 Blurton & 
Trentham 
and Hanford 

£136,520 2 

Longton 
North & 
Longton 
South 

£91,710 3 Chell and 
Packmoor & 
Norton and 
Bradeley 

£129,103 3 

Fenton & 
Stoke and 
Trent Vale 

£91,133 4 Hanley West 
and Shelton 
& Hartshill 
and Penkhull 

£123,627 4 

Chell and 
Packmoor & 
Norton and 
Bradeley 

£84,769 5 Fenton & 
Stoke and 
Trent Vale 

£118,626 5 

Abbey 
Green & 
East Valley 

£82,741 6 Longton 
North & 
Longton 
South 

£110,436 6 

Bentilee 
and 
Townsend 
& Berryhill 
and Hanley 
East 

£73,904 7 Abbey Green 
& East Valley 

£107,664 7 

Hanley 
West and 
Shelton & 
Hartshill 
and 
Penkhull 

£72,676 8 Burslem 
South & 
Northwood 
and Birches 
Head 

£101,213 8 

Burslem 
South & 
Northwood 
and Birches 
Head 

£68,087 9 Tunstall & 
Burslem 
North 

£98,083 9 

Tunstall & 
Burslem 
North 

£64,205 10 Bentilee and 
Townsend & 
Berryhill and 
Hanley East 

£92,087 10 

Table 3 – Ranked values of 2 bed houses   Table 4 – Ranked values of 3 bed houses 
 
 
Explanation of Local Area Plan (LAP) information by ward  
 
Each ward under the control of Stoke City Council has a Local Area Plan.  These plans are 
broken down by neighbourhood area and so can be grouped together to fit into the ward 
areas we are using for this study.  Within the plan there is a comment on the housing in each 
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neighbourhood area, which indicates the average house price in the neighbourhood in 
relation to the overall average house price in Stoke in its entirety.   
 
In order to take this information into account, each neighbourhood was allocated a score from 
1 to 5 in respect of the house prices in the area in comparison with the overall Local Authority 
average.  A score of 5 was awarded for neighbourhood areas where the average house price 
was 20% or more lower than the City average, 4 was awarded for between 5% and 19% 
below the City average, 3 was for within 4% of the City average either way, 2 for from 5% to 
19% above average and 1 for 20% or more above the City average.  The wording below 
therefore refers to these scores from 1 to 5; 1 indicating highest average values. All 
neighbourhoods within the ward areas were grouped together and an average taken of their 
housing scores, resulting in the column of the same meaning in Table 5 entitled ‘House Price 
scale 1 - 5 from Local Area Plan info’ giving an associated ranking. Below is a commentary on 
any information from the Local Area Plans that aids understanding of the make up of an area 
in general; any pockets of noticeable differentiation within a single ward; and anomalies we 
have seen in data previously considered.  It is useful in further developing a feel for the City’s 
housing market. 
 
Blurton & Trentham and Hanford   
All 3 neighbourhood areas of Trentham have average prices at least 50% above the City 
average, rising to double the City average.  Hanford has prices above the City average and 
Hollybush and Blurton and Newstead have house prices just above and below the City 
average.  This ward is one of the furthest from the City Centre and parts of Trentham have 
boundaries adjacent to the next county. This supports the data gathered already, in that this 
ward area is ranked highest or second highest for house prices by all data sets.  We should 
expect this to be one of, if not the, highest property value Ward area.  
 
Longton North & Longton South    
Meir Hay and Longton have prices above the City average, whereas Fen Park and Sandford 
Hill and Dresden and Normacot have prices well below that average.  Therefore this area 
features slightly higher in the above land registry and re-sale rankings than this Local Ares 
Plan data would lead us to believe.  This could be since the majority of house asking prices 
available for study in this area were concentrated in Meir Hay and Longton.  

 
Meir Park and Sandon & Weston and Meir North  
Prices in this area are at the higher end of the range for the City.  Meir Park prices are over 
50% higher than the City average and both Lightwood and Meir South report prices above 
average and rising.  All these neighbourhood areas have borders with the next county and are 
the furthest from the Stoke-on-Trent urban core.  House prices in Weston Coyney, both east 
and west, are around the average marker, yet prices in Meir North are considerably lower 
than the City average.  The fact that the majority of the housing there was built by the City 
Council for rent could be a significant factor in why there was no re-sale data available for 
Meir. House prices in Meir North are much lower than the City average and have suffered 
from the declining popularity of the area, but this area is in line to receive support from the 
RENEW programme to improve the quality of housing and general environment.  With this in 
mind, the information for the ward area as a whole seems to fit with the information gained 
from the land registry and our re-sale data. 

 
Chell and Packmoor & Norton and Bradeley 
House prices in Packmoor and Turnhurst, Norton East, Oxford and Brindley Ford and 
Bradeley are all well above City averages.  All except Bradeley are located at the periphery of 
the authority area, some bordering adjacent authority areas.  Norton and Ball Green averages 
approximately the same as the City average however there has been little evidence of further 
increase, potentially indicating relative stagnation of house prices in this neighbourhood area.  
Prices in Chell Heath are significantly below average, as are those in Fegg Hayes and Chell.  
A large proportion of property in these areas was built as Council housing.  Since there are 
more areas of high value in this ward area than low however, the results from the re-sale data 
and land registry are approximately comparable with this synopsis, if a little low.  In addition, 
the trends observed in the re-sale prices marry with the information from the Local Area 
Plans. 
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Abbey Green & East Valley    
This ward area is one of some diversity: Milton and Baddeley Green house prices are over 
one third above the City average, those in Sneyd Green are in line with the average and 
prices in Smallthorne and Abbey Hulton are well below it.  The majority of the property 
available in Abbey Hulton and Smallthorne was Council and Housing Association built.  
Because of the wide range in averages in the area and the lack of any distinct geographical 
pattern in values between the neighbourhood areas, it is not advisable to split the ward. 
Hence it is not surprising to see the ward around the half way mark in a comparison of all the 
wards, as the land registry and re-sale values have placed it. 

 
Fenton & Stoke and Trent Vale 
Trent Vale is on the border of the City to the West and demonstrates the highest property 
prices, above the City average, of the ward.  Fen Park and Sandford Hill, Fenton and Boothen 
are all closer to the Stoke-on-Trent urban core and have average house prices below the City 
average.  The one area of higher than average house prices would seem to draw the level up 
slightly here, so that this area occurs in most land registry and re-sale data just above the 3 
areas that are consistently placed in the 3 slots that demonstrate lowest prices and values.  

 
Tunstall & Burslem North 
All neighbourhood areas in this ward area have average house prices below the City average.  
Tunstall, Stanfield and Little Chell are moderately below, and Goldenhill and Burslem Park 
are significantly below the average.  It is therefore not unexpected that this ward area 
consistently falls in the 4 lowest rankings for all variables. 

 
Hanley West and Shelton & Hartshill and Penkhull     
This area is marked by contrast.  Shelton North and Etruria and Shelton South have average 
house prices well below the City average, however the Local Areas Plans note that the buying 
market there is improving, and prices are making up ground towards the City average.  Cliff 
Vale and Basford and Hartshill West have borders with Newcastle-under-Lyme and average 
house prices significantly higher than the City average.  Hartshill and Penkhull is also slightly 
further away from the urban core than the other neighbourhood areas in this ward and has an 
average house price above the City average.  This pattern was mirrored in the re-sale values 
we obtained.  There are two ways in which we can approach this.  The first being to split the 
ward into two; Hanley West and Shelton as one and Hartshill and Penkhull as another, the 
second taking a view to leave the area towards the middle/lower reaches of the ranking, as 
land registry and re-sale data has so far placed it.  This would also be influenced by the fact 
that Etruria is an area that is undergoing extensive regeneration work and there are plans to 
improve the Shelton area, under education led regeneration, to create a University Quarter 
that would encompass a large proportion of this area.   

 
Bentilee and Townsend & Berryhill and Hanley East  
House prices in Bentilee and in Hanley East and Joiners Square are some of the lowest in the 
City, considerably below the average.  The majority of residential property in Bentilee is 
Council owned.  Bucknall and Townsend is below the City average and Berryhill and Eaton 
Park just above.  When looking at re-sale values we found a few very high value properties in 
Bucknall, however, it would seem these values are not in keeping with the trend in the 
neighbourhood area.  Since all areas are of relatively low value, this information is in line with 
the area occurring in the 4 lowest rankings for all variables. 

 
Burslem South & Northwood and Birches Head      
This is a large area, dominated by low value properties.  Middleport and Longport, Burslem, 
Forest Park, Birches Head West and Northwood all report average values significantly below 
the City average.  In contrast, Birches Head East reports averages well above the City 
averages and the majority of the property is owner occupied.  Since so many of the areas are 
well below the City averages, it is not surprising that this ward area ranks in the lowest 3 
places for all variables. 

 
The overall impression gained from the study of the Local Area Plans is that even within each 
ward, the areas of higher property value tend to lie furthest away from the urban core.  There 
are exceptions, such as Birches Head East and Bradeley, which are higher value pockets 
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within the central area, however if we were to plot the housing scores out of 5 we would see 
that the highest value areas tend to be towards the periphery of the conurbation.   
 
While there is as discussed a good degree of general correlation between the Land Registry, 
general re-sale price information and Local Area Plans information (when an overview of each 
of the Ward based areas is taken and those are then compared), this also shows that within 
many of the areas there is a variety of value scenarios – real local variations. This is a feature 
we comment on in the main study report. 
 
Aiming to create the fullest picture of value patterns possible with the information obtained, 
the following table compares ranks produced by several means. Ranking by: 
 

• Average property price (including flats) from land registry data. 
• Average house price from land registry data. 
• Average 2 bed re-sale house price. 
• Average 3 bed re-sale house price. 
• Score achieved from house price information provided in the Local Area Plans. 
 

By putting this information together we aimed to reduce the influence of data anomalies 
occurring in individual sources, and further review the overall range of values and their 
patterns. The crucial aspect with the viability study work is to study viability impacts based on 
the full range of typical sales and therefore development values seen in an area. Below we 
will move the emphasis on to the on the ground new build schemes research. First we set out 
the analysis summarised by the 5 bullet points above: 
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Ward Land Reg All 
Value (inc flat) 

Land 
Reg. 
(all) 

Rank 

Land Reg 
House Value 

Land 
Reg. 
Hse 

Rank 

2 bed  
re-sale 
Value 

2 bed  
re-sale 
Rank 

3 bed  
re-sale Value 

3 bed  
re-sale 
Rank 

House 
Price 

Scale 1-5  
from LAP 

info 

House
Price 
from 
LAP 
Rank 

Ave. of Rank 

Blurton & Trentham 
and Hanford 

£124,416 1 £124,416 1 £94,008 2 £136,520 2 1.8 1 1.4 
 

Longton North & 
Longton South 

£111,333 2 £111,333 4 £91,710 3 £110,436 6 3.75 6 4.2 
 

Meir Park and 
Sandon & Weston 
and Meir North 

£108,320 3 £108,320 5 £131,983 1 £166,483 1 2.7 3 2.6 
 

Chell and 
Packmoor & Norton 
and Bradeley 

£108,213 4 £108,213 6 £84,769 5 £129,103 3 2.6 2 4 
 

Abbey Green & 
East Valley 

£95,850 5 £95,850 7 £82,741 6 £107,664 7 3.5 5 6 
 

Fenton & Stoke 
and Trent Vale 

£86,938 
 

6 £119,640 2 £91,133 4 £118,626 5 4 7 4.8 
 

Tunstall & Burslem 
North 

£79,866 7 £79,866 9 £64,205 10 £98,083 9 4.5 10 9 
 

Hanley West and 
Shelton & Hartshill 
and Penkhull 

£79,316 8 £112,366 3 £72,676 8 £123,627 4 2.8 4 5.4 
 

Bentilee and 
Townsend & 
Berryhill and 
Hanley East 

£76,384 9 £76,384 10 £73,904 7 £92,087 10 4.25 9 9 
 

Burslem South & 
Northwood and 
Birches Head 

£70,736 10 £87,428 8 £68,087 9 £101,213 8 4.2 8 8.6 
 

Table 5 – Summary of rankings by all means discussed, to produce an overall rank (1 – highest rank; 10 – lowest). ‘LAP’ refers to Local Area Plan



Having considered the overall (general re-sale) market in Stoke-on-Trent, and the range and 
patterns of values seen within that, we now move on to probably the most crucial aspect from 
the development viability viewpoint. While the above information will have picked up new build 
sales within the overall picture, the level of those will have been diluted by the predominance 
still of older and lower value housing stock being traded. 
 
We, therefore, needed to focus on new build values as the culmination of this research to 
inform the study, and from there make judgements about the sales value levels to import into 
our development viability modelling. 
 
New Build Property Values 
 
Much of the current new build development activity with units for open market sale at the time 
of compiling this is focussed in a fairly small area, situated at the boundary of Abbey Green & 
East Valley and Norton and Bradeley & Chell and Packmoor.  There appears to be relatively 
few other new build developments across the wider area with units currently for open market 
sale. We make the comment in the study that it may take time to see whether more distinct 
value patterns than exist at present will in due course develop within the new build market. 
Hence it is not currently possible to show a complete picture of current new build values 
across the conurbation. Only an emerging picture can be seen. Nonetheless that does not  
alter our view that what we are seeing currently is in the main quite consistently priced. The 
aim of comparing a wide range of new build site locations is to see whether a similar 
relationship between wards is indicated in the new build development values as was indicated 
by the re-sale prices (general market), and crucially to make sure that we are picking up on 
the likely full range of new build values relevant to and driving this supply source of planning 
led affordable housing.   
 
The data shown below in tables 6-15 is from developments with current open market sale 
units at the time of this research. The values shown are asking prices. Where there is no 
figure under the heading ‘Asking Price Range: To’ this means the price listed in the ‘From’ 
column was the only price listed for property of that type. In general, when we enquired about 
enquiry levels, sales rates and prices being achieved on sites, we found a repeated picture of 
strong demand and sales; supporting prices at or close to marketing prices, and with few 
incentives being offered, except in some cases on particular, least unattractive plots. 
 
 

Dwelling Type Asking Price 
1 bed flat £89,000 
2 bed flat £105,000 

Table 6 – Asking price for new build by Barteak Developments in Sutherland Court, Blurton Road, ST3 
 

Dwelling Type Asking Price 
3 bed house w./garage £141,995 

4 bed house £169,995 
Table 7 – Asking price for Persimmon new build on Bellerton Lane, Norton-in-the-moors   
 
 

Dwelling Type Asking Price Range 
 From: To: 

1 bed flat £103,100  
2 bed flat £124,650 £134,950 

3 bed house £179,400  
4 bed house £190,100  

Table 8 – Asking price for Barratt Homes new build on Norton Heights, Stoke-on-Trent, ST6 8GJ 
 

Dwelling Type Asking Price Range 
 From: To: 

2 bed flat £110,000 £114,000 
2 bed house £122,000 £127,000 

3 bed mid terrace £153,000  
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3 bed end terrace £149,950 £160,000 
4 bed detached house £195,000 £202,000 
5 bed detached house £255,000 £290,000 

Table 9 – Asking price for David Wilson Homes new build on Norton Chase, Leek New Road, Stoke-on-Trent 
 

Dwelling Type Asking Price Range 
 From: To: 

3 bed house £134,500 £151,100 
4 bed house £227,300  

Table 10 – Asking prices for Barratt Homes new build on Moorland View, Leek New Road, Stoke-on-Trent 
 

Dwelling Type Asking Price Range 
 From: To: 

2 bed flat £90,000 £100,000 
3 bed semi w/garage £163,950 £165,950 

3 bed 2 1/2 storey 
w/garage £156,950  

4 bed 3 storey w/garage £174,000 £186,950 
4 bed detached w/garage £189,950  
4 bed detached w/double 

garage £208,950  
Table 11 – Asking prices for Redrow homes on Doulton Grange, Baddeley Green, Stoke-on-Trent 
 

Dwelling Type Asking Price Range 
 From: To: 

3 bed house £139,950 £146,950 
4 bed house £167,950 £198,950 

Table 12 – Asking prices for Redrow Homes on Etruscan Street, Etruria and Lakeside View, Humbert Road, 
ST1 
 

Dwelling Type Asking Price Range 
 From: To: 

2 bed house £124,995  
Table 13 – Asking price for Haslam Homes on Mount Pleasant, Grove Avenue, Heron Cross, Stoke-on-Trent, 
ST4 3AZ 
 

Dwelling Type Asking Price Range 
 From: To: 

2 bed house £92,950 £129,950 
3 bed house £107,950 £159,950 
4 bed house £199,950  

Table 14 – Asking prices for Bloor Homes on Crofters Meadow, Dividy Road, Stoke, ST2 0ST 
 

Dwelling Type Asking Price Range 
 From: To: 

1 bed flat £114,000  
2 bed flat £138,000  

4 bed semi £189,950  
Table 15 – Asking prices for Countryside Properties on Sadler's Park, Greenhead Street, Burslem, ST6 
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Resulting judgements – Setting of Value Assumptions for Viability 
Modelling 
 
The table below, imported as figure 2 into paragraph 2.5.20 of the main study report, sets out 
the range of value points (value bands as we have called them) we have used in our 
modelling, informed by an overview of the above work: 
 
 
Unit   
 Band 

Band 1 
Lower Value 

Band 2 
Middle Value 

Band 3 
Higher Value 

1-Bed Flat £70,000 £95,000 £120,000 
2-Bed Flat £80,000 £110,000 £140,000 
2-Bed House £90,000 £120,000 £150,000 
3-Bed House £100,000 £145,000 £190,000 
4-Bed House £160,000 £195,000 £230,000 

 
Within the above judgements, we have endeavoured to build in some tolerance related to the 
probability that there will have been some, even if only relatively small, movement from asking 
to actual sale price. The setting of the above has taken this into account, so that in tune with 
our wider assumptions as explained in the study we are overall looking relatively cautiously at 
the development value/cost relationship. 
  
General Market Commentary  
 
The following was gathered in the early part of 2006 as this research was being 
compiled. We revisit this in closing off our study work in general terms, as a look back 
in December 2006 has shown (depending on interpretation and data reviewed) price 
rises of around 7% minimum over the course of 2006. Our above data has not been 
amended since initial gathering, as assumptions needed to be fixed for viability 
appraisal modelling, and in any case this type of work could be a continually moving 
scenario.  The values needed to be pinned down at a particular point.  
 
Commenting at the end of the year on the performance of the housing market in 2005 
and looking to 2006, Fionnuala Earley, Nationwide’s Group Economist said, 
“The strength of the economy is an important driver of the housing market and 2005 was 
certainly a testing year. The economy slowed rapidly and there was significant uncertainty 
about how deep the slowdown would be. Only in the last two months has more encouraging 
data about the economy emerged, although this only suggests a tentative recovery so far. 
High fuel prices, higher interest rates and high levels of household debt took their toll on 
consumer spending – a major contributor to the economy. 
 
House price to earnings ratios even reached a new peak, well above that reached in the 
1980s boom. Measures based on the proportion of mortgage payments of take home pay 
show a more modest picture, although still reflect the sharp deterioration in affordability. First 
time buyers, a traditional driver of the market, were particularly affected. Their proportion of 
the market fell from 30% in 1999 to only 12% this year. A big limiting factor for them is the 
size of deposit required and as house prices increase this becomes an even bigger burden. 
Recent Nationwide research suggests it would take up to three and a half years for the typical 
first time buyer to save for a deposit. 
 
Overall we think that the housing market will be fairly stable in 2006. With rapid price 
increases over the last 9 years it will take some time for affordability to recover. How long 
depends on the rate of earnings growth relative to house prices. Interest rate cuts will help but 
a 0.25% fall would only reduce initial mortgage payments as a percentage of average take-
home pay by less than 1%. But there are factors that will help to support the market, too. As 
additions to housing supply continue to lag the rate of household formation by about 30,000 
per year there will be some demand pressures. This will be helped by a benign economy with 
a favourable interest rate environment helping to keep debt servicing costs low.  
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Our expectation is that house price growth will remain firmly in low single digits in 2006 as the 
economy recovers, with affordability continuing to constrain prices until earnings restore the 
balance. Confidence itself will support prices but is not expected to offer an immediate boost 
and we expect that they will remain in the range 0-3% in 2006. 
 
There are, however, risks around this central forecast. Apart from unforeseeable events, the 
risks are primarily because of uncertainty about the path of the economy. The risks centre on 
global imbalances, especially in the United States, the wider effect of oil prices and the 
strength of recovery in Europe. In addition the recovery of the consumer sector is not 
guaranteed and without this the return to trend growth with a stable labour market by 2007 is 
threatened, with associated consequences for the housing market. In a weaker economic 
scenario, prices could be in negative territory throughout 2006. But we think the probability of 
this occurring is low and even then we do not expect falls of more than 2%.”2 
 
In a review of the regional performance of the housing market in the final quarter of 
2005 Stephen Wolfenden, Regional Manager of Halifax Estate Agency says: 
“House prices in the West Midlands have risen by 36% over the past three years, ranking the 
region seventh out of the 12 UK regions.  They rose by 2% in 2005, slightly underperforming 
the UK average. However, this follows a large 15% increase in 2004. In 2006 we look for a 
3% increase in house prices."  In the same article the increased strength of the price of flats in 
the West Midlands over the past 10 years is also noted, showing growth of 240%, from 
£35,436 in Q4 1995 to £120,510 in Q4 2005.”3 

The ODPM report on the housing market in January 2006 said that the UK average 
house price increased between December and January by 1.3% and that it is the first month 
since July 2005 that inflation has been positive in all regions.  The average price paid by first 
time buyers across the whole of the UK was £153,633 in January, while the average price 
paid by former owner occupiers was £203,811. In relation to the West Midlands, it 
reported a 4.8% inflation rate.4 
 
At time of writing the most recently published information on the general performance 
of the market in 2006 was from Greg Fuzesi, Nationwide's Senior Economist.  He said, 
 “House prices fell by 0.2% in February following a strong 1.5% increase in January. The 
average house price in the UK is now £158,578, 3.7% higher than at this time last year. The 
continued rise of our 3 month average since October 2005 still shows strength in the market 
and, significantly, this discouraged the MPC from cutting interest rates in February. As we 
enter the all-important house buying season in March, the prospects for both house prices 
and interest rate policy will become clearer. It will also show whether February’s fall is just a 
pause before the spring rush or the first sign of weak market fundamentals weighing down on 
prices. We expect the weaker economic factors to begin to dominate over the next 2-3 
months and to prevent strong house price rises in 2006. 
 
There are two reasons why the pickup in activity this spring may not turn out to be strong. 
Firstly, many first-time buyers continue to be priced out of the market. Secondly, uncertainty 
about the strength of the economy may lead to the delay of some house purchase decisions. 
A complicating factor is that buy-to-let investors seem to have been behind some of the 
increase in recent activity.  This situation makes forecasts more difficult. 
 
Therefore, the conclusion that first-time buyer affordability is stretched still holds, and 
weakens one of the big drivers of house price increases. This casts doubt on the likelihood of 
a renewed pickup. As first-time buyers are in short supply and the economy is relatively weak, 
some of the high levels of activity at the end of 2005 can be accounted for by stronger 
demand from buy-to-let investors. Over the last six months, the number of outstanding buy-to-
let mortgages grew by 11%, which is much higher than the estimated 1.3% growth for the 
housing market overall. Buy-to-let investors are similar to first-time buyers in the sense that 

                                                 
2http://www.nationwide.co.uk/hpi/historical/2006Forecast.pdf  
3 http://www.hbosplc.com/economy/includes/West%20Midlands_Q4_2005.doc
4 http://www.odpm.gov.uk/pub/144/HousePriceIndexJanuary2006_id1164144.pdf
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they represent a net addition to demand. By contrast, a home mover will both sell an old 
property and buy a new property at the same time, raising both demand and supply 
simultaneously. Buy-to-let investors therefore raise liquidity in the market and help to support 
prices. 
 
In conclusion, the strengthening of the housing market over the last 6 months does not 
detract from underlying weaknesses. Affordability among first-time buyers remains stretched 
and continued uncertainty over the economy’s strength makes strong rises in house prices 
over the coming months unlikely. While high current levels of mortgage approvals still suggest 
the existence of some demand pressure in the market, February’s 0.2% fall in house prices is 
a reminder that fundamental drivers remain weak.”5 
 
Market commentary specific to Stoke-on-Trent conurbation 
 
Drawing comparisons where it is possible to do so, the overriding picture created by the new 
build prices information is that currently there is not a great deal of variance based on 
location, in new build prices across the conurbation.  This could be for a variety of reasons, 
which are explored further below.  
 
The general consensus of opinion gathered from agents and sales personnel in the field is 
that there is little difficulty in selling new build property.  Even though the market has been 
relatively slow over the past 9 months in particular, they have seen a steady stream of buyers.  
 
Despite the recent slowing down of the housing market raised by some developers, the facts 
are:  

1) A range of clientele is buying new build property in Stoke-on-Trent; not only 
Occupiers, but also Investment buyers are purchasing property in Stoke-on-Trent. 

 
2) Developers are not having to offer very significant incentives to sell their properties – 

incentives are more likely to be based on specific plots which have proved more 
difficult to sell. 

 
3) So, new build properties are in demand and being sold for strong prices in the City 

context, on a regular basis. 
 

4) A clear, separate and significantly higher level market for new build  property exists, 
underpinned by the different offer and aspirational perceptions around new build 
given the predominant nature of the City’s stock. There is now an increasingly 
established alternative offer in Stoke-on-Trent. The viability study will have to provide 
a snapshot based on current market prices. It will remain to be seen for how long the 
aspirational status commented upon is associated with new build property, but given 
the nature of the predominant older stock it is likely that this feature of the market will 
be sustained for some time to come – we encountered no lack of demand in 
discussions with developers to date, regardless of development type. 

 
Report Appendix III ends 

                                                 
5 http://www.nationwide.co.uk/hpi/historical/Feb2006.pdf 
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